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AN ANALYSIS OF TITE LANGUAGE STYLE USED BY BARRACK OBAMAAND
MICHELLE OBAMA TN OPRAH WINFREYSHOTT

Difta Puspa Ardi Anggraini'

Sudiran'

Abstract: Language is the tool of people to communicate effectively. Every language has a
style, which is a form of communication system. As a part of language, style has important
meaning on spoken language. Language style is part of language variation that is used by
speaker in formal and informal situation. In this study, the writer intended to find out the kinds of
language style and the most dominant language style used by Barrack Obama and Michelle
Obama in Oprah Winfrey Show.

In conducting this study, the writer uses qualitative research design, because this study
focuses on understanding social phenomena of language style. The object of this study is
document dialogue used by the guests in the oprah winfrey Show. The writer makes document
analysis as the key instrument that collected th e datafrom the offrcial website of Oprah Winfrey
Show' Data analysis of this study are analyzing and classifuing the form of kinds of language
style used by Barrack and Michelle obama, and identifuing the most dominant form of language
style.

This study showed that Barrack and Michelle Obama used three kinds oflanguage style;
those are casual, consultative and formal styles. The writer found that casual style consists of 79
utterences, consultative style consists of6 utterances, and formal style consists of9 utterances in
oprah Winfrey show. It can be concluded that the'most dominant kinds of language style used by
Barrack andMichelle Obamawas use ofcasual style.
Key words: Language style, Barrack and Michelle obama, oprah winfrey show
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Introduction

Language is the most importantthing to

interact with others. In the journal of Celtic,

Heriyanti and Elfana (2014) stated that the

people as social beings are never separated

from others. People used language as a tool

for communication. Besides, people also

used language to have relationship in the

society. Without language, people cannot

interact and communicate with each other.

Every language has style, including

English itself. Style refers to ways of
speaking, how speakers use the resource of
language variation to.make meaning in

social encounters. As a part of language,

style has important meaning on spoken

language. In common, it is called language

style. Based on Jacobson (in Coupland

2007: 11), "language style refers to ways of
speaking can involve a meaning, making in

different but simultaneously relevant

dimensions of a communicative act or

event." It can be concluded that language

style is part oflanguage variation that is used

by speaker in formal and informal situation.

Furthermore, Joos (in Mesthrie, 2000)

outlined five styles, varying on a scale of
formality from least to most formal; they are

Frozen style or Oratorical style, Formal

style or Deliberative style, Consultative

style, Casual style and Intimate style. The

kinds of language style have different

variation can be seen from different

characteristic each other.

The phenomenon of languege style can

happen in the situation where conversation

takes place and the language is used. The

differences of situation and topic may cause

the kinds of language itself; for example, the

kinds of language style that is used by

people who converse with another, such as

family members, addressing a public

gathering, or discussing science with
professional colleagues. These variations

can occurbased on the user.

Moreover, the study of language style

had been conducted by Nafsiyah (20 1 1) who

investigated language style used by English

Club debaters at International Language

Forum of University of Muhammadiyah

Malang. She found out that there were two

kinds of language style used by the English

Club debaters. They are formal and

consultative style. Then, Nadia (2012) who

analyzed the casual language style used by

the main characters of The Sisterhood of
Travelling Pants 2 movie found the most

dominant of language style was used casual

style especially in formal conversation.

The kinds of language style can be

indicated by every people when he or she

perform in a speech and people use different

kinds of language style based on the certain

sifuation, function and of norm of social

context. This study focuses on kinds of
language style and the most dominant kinds

of language style that is used by B#ack
Obama and Michelle Obama in Oprah

Wnfrey Show. The Oprah Winfrey Show is a

popular talk show program in the United

States and the world hosted by Oprah

Winfrey. It also records the highestratedtalk

show in American television history which

has run nationally since 1986 and has



received 47 Daytime Emmy Award. The

guests were the current President of the

United States Barrack Obama and his wife
Michelle. They become the first African-

American people who are very popular in

the United States.

The writer was interested in
analyztngthis program because language in
talk show is produced in different styles

reflected on social contexts. Social contexts

can be formal, casual, consultative, frozen,

and intimate. In addition, the use of
language style in talk show program can

make the listener easier to understand about

the topic. Thus, the writer was interested in

studying the language style used by Barrack

Obama and Michelle Obama in Oprah

WnfreyShow.

Based on the background of study

presented above, this sfudy is undertaken to

answer the following questions :

1. What kinds of language style are used by

Barrack Obama and Michelle Obama in

theOprahWnfrey Show?

2. What is the most dominant language

style used by Barrack Obama and

Michelle Obama in the show?

In line with the statement of the

problem, this study is intendedto find:

1. Kinds of language style used by Barrack

Obama and Michelle Obama in the
' OprahWinfrey Show.

2. The most dominant language style used

by Barrack Obama and Michelle Obama

intheshow.

Language has a very important role in

human life and also has many advantages
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that can be seen from various aspects of life.

According to Sapir (in Mesthrie 2000),

language as a system of arbitrary vocal

symbols is used for human communication

to interact each other. The basic oflanguages

is spoken words which combine sounds with
meanings. Besides, Agha (2007: 14), states

that "In every human society certain uses of
language make palpable highly specific

kinds of social effect such as the indication

of one's relationship between persons

spoken to or spoken ofpeople about".

From various definitions above, the

writer can concluded that language is the

way people who will communicate with
each other and for expressing thought,

feeling, idea and emotion of human beings

to get some response from others. In a social

group like conversation, we can indi catethat

a language behavior in which the function of
language in establishing social relationships

is reflected.

Sosiolinguistics

People as social beings have needs to

constantly interact to others by using the

language. Sociolinguistics is a term that

refers to the study of the relationship

between language and society, and how

language is used in multilingual speech

communities. According to Gumperz (in

Wardhaugh, 2007), sociolinguistics is an

attempt to find correlations between social

structure and linguistic structure and to

observe any changes that occur. The similar

idea is also found inWardhaugh (2007) who

says that sociolinguistics is concemed with
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investigating the relationships between

language and society with the goal being a

better understanding of the structure of
language and how languages function in

communication; the equivalent goal in the

sociology of language is trying to discover

how social structure can be better
understood through the study of language.

Based on the previous idea, the writer

concludes that sociolinguistics is study

language in society in order to find out what

kinds of thing in language. Social structure

influences the way people talk and how

language varieties and pattems of use

correlate with social attributes such as class,

sex, andage.

LanguageStyle

When a person interacts with others, it
must occur a communication. Their

communication will be influence by the

circumstance or the social context in which

they may have different styles of language

depend on the situation and condition of
social context. According to 'Wardhaugh

(2007),said that we can speak very formally

or very informally, our choice being

governed by circumstance. Furthermore,

Jacobson (in Coupland 20A7) says that

language style refers to ways of speaking

can involve meaning and making in
different situation but simultaneously

relevant dimensions of a communicative act

orevent.

Wardhaugh and Jacobson' statements

are clear enough that when we talk to others,

the selection of words should be careful to

the circumstances surrounding
environment, both in formal and informal

situations. Then, language styte is part of
language variation that was used by speaker

in formal and informal situation. It explains

how speakers project different social

identities and create different social

relationship's through their style choices,

andhow speech style.

Having discussed about language

style, it is important to know about kinds of
language style. According to Joos'theory (in

Mesthrie 2000) there are five levels of
formality in language use. They are frozen

style or oratorical style, formal style or

deliberative, consultative, casual and

intimatestyle.

A talk show is a television
programming or radio programming genre

in which one person (or group of people)

discusses various topics put forth by a talk

show host (Stelter, 2010). Talk show is a
show to deliver some information,
discussion with a specific the theme and

usually interspersed some interesting theme

such as music, jokes, qtizzes,and others.

In this study, the writer will
investigation talk show program Oprah

Winfrey Show. This program has many

audiences from all part on the world such as

Canada, China, Indonesia, and etc. Besides,

the presenter used kinds of language style to

interact with audiences who come from

different country who have the different

background and status social as well.

Oprah Winfrey Show is one of the

longest daytime talk shows in history of



television. The show received 47 Daytime

Emmy Awards before Oprah Winfrey

decided to stop submitting it for
consideration in 2000. However, Oprah

Winfrey as a presenter on November 20

2009, Oprah Winfrey announced that the

25th season would be the show's last. The

final episode atMay z}ll,OprahWinfrey is

interviewed U.S. President Barrack Obama

and First Lady Michelle Obama. They

talked about the challenges of parenting at

the White House, the strength of their

relationship, and their concem for the

country's future.

Research lVlethod

Ary (2010) stated that research design is

the researcher's plan of how to proceed to

gain an understanding of some groups or

some phenomenon in nafural setting.

Individuals, families, and a variety of
groups, orgatizations, industries, and more

can be examined using qualitative research.

This study is used qualitative research

design because the writer only focuses to

analyse the kinds of language style and the

most dominant that was produced by

Barrack Obama and Michelle Obama as

guests inOprah Winfrey Show. This method

is flexible to answer the statement of the

problems offered in the first chapter.

Besides, the data are interpreted and

displayed descriptively and systematically

based on the supporting theory.

In conducting literary research, the

object ofthe study is needed. The object of
this study was document dialogue used by
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Barrack Obama and Michelle Obama in the

Oprah Wnfrey Show. The episode of this

show entitled'oThe Farewell Season", the

episode being the last episode of the Oprah

Wnfrey Show.

The data collection itself is done

through the processes that will be conducted

inthe studyas follows:

1. Selecting the best episode in Oprah

Wnfrey Show according to the writer.

2. Downloading video and making

transcripts from the video.

3. Categorizing the transcripts of Oprah

Wnfrey Show based on the kinds of
language style.

According to Ary (2010), there are

several instruments used in qualitative

research such as observation, interview,

document analysis and other kinds such as

questioner, survey and personality, attitude

and cognitive test. The writer can conclude

that the most appropriate instrument for

gathering datain this study was document

analysis. document analysis focuses on

analyzing and interpreting recorded

material to learn about human behavior.

After all the data were collected, the

next step was the data analysis. The

following steps ofanalyzingthe data are:

l. Identiffing allutterances ofthe dialogue

that has found into each kinds of
language style based on Martin Joos's

theoryinMesthrie.

2. Classifring the data based on the kinds

oflanguage style.

3. Analyzing the result or findings of the

analysis based on the existing theory.
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4. Listing all the kinds of language style

fromconversation.

5. Discussingthedata.

6 . Giving conclusion based on the findings.

Findings and Discussion

Based on the research problems in

Chapter I and the findings presented above,

there are two point discussions. First of all,

the kinds of language style are used by

Barrack Obama and Michelle Obama in

Oprah Winfrey Show. According to Joos'

theory (in Mesthrie 2000) there are five

levels of formality in language use. They are

kozen style or oratorical style, formal style

or deliberative, consultative, casual and

intimate style. Then, the writer analyses the

data use oftranscript based on the theory.

Kinds of Language Style Usedby Barrack

Obama and Michelle Obama in Oprah

WinfreyShow

Concerning on the kinds of language

style, there are five kinds of language style

based on Martin Joos theory of Mesthrie.

They are frozet style or Oratorical style,

Formal style or Deliberative style,

Consultative style, Casual style andIntimate

style. However, from the result of the data

analyses that is generated from the talk

show, the writer only found three kinds of

language style that is used by Barrack

Obama and Michelle Obama in Oprah

Wnfrey Show. They are casual, consultative,

and formal language styles.

The guests used casual style during the

show as it is a style used for conversation in

non formal situation. Casual style that used

by the guests were consists of some

characteristics such as contraction, use of
slang, use of ellipsis or omission and use of
nickname. For examples, the utterance "I
don't think I'rn all that different, actually.".

This utterance use of contraction since it

consists of word that was contracted.

Besides casual language style, the writer

also found some utterances used

consultative language style. Consultative

style used in the most orally conducted

every day, such as business transaction,

doctor-patient conversation. In other words,

this style is at the operational level which is

usually consultative in nature. For instance,

the utterance use of consultative in nature

"I'm sorr;r. Malia turned me on to her. I love

that song. [To the president] What about

you?". This utterance was produced by

Michelle Obama to ask Barrack Obama

about kinds of song that Ba:rack like.

Furthermore, formal style is also found

in this conversation between Barrack

Obama and Michele Obama. They using of
formal style is in the serious situation. It
appropnates the conversation used of the

president and his wife. For instance, the

utterance of Barrack Obarna when answers

Oprah's question "I{ets a very smart, very

capable person. I have to say, I always was

optimistic". This utterance was categorized

into formal style because the sentence of,

"He's a very smart "is showing his serious

opinion about his friend John Robert.

The writer did not find other kinds of
language style such as frozen and intimate



styles. The guests does not use frozen

language style because make the show

bo.iog and not interesting for audiences.

Actually, frozen style is used in very formal

condition which the sentence cannot change

ftom original text, such as in church ritual,

palace and speech for state ceremony.

Moreover, intimate style is not used by the

guests in show because this style not

rypropriate to be used in the situation in
which there is a lot of people who are

involved in certain occasion. This style only

is used within families, lovers or between

close parbrers or spouse as this style is a
private language.

The Dominant Kinds of Language Style

used by Barrack Obama and Michelle

Obama in Oprah Winfrey Show

From the result of the findings to

answer the first research problem, the writer

found that the language style used by

Barrack Obama and Michelle Obama in

Oprah Mofr"y Show are using casual,

consultative, and forrnal language styles.

From 94 utterances use of language

style used Barrack Obama and Michelle

Obama in Oprah Winfrey Show, the

researcher found that Barrack and Michelle

Obamaused casual style, which consists of
79 utterences (see Appendix), consultative

style consists of 6 utterances, and'fbrmal

style consists of 9 utterances. It can be

concluded that the most dominant kinds of
language style used by Barrack Obama and

Michelle Obama in Oprah Winfrq Show is

of casual language style, whichhave several
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characteristics such as the use of slang,

ellipsis or omission, slurred pronunciation,

andtheuse ofnickname.

Conclusion and Suggestion

From the analysis of the Oprah

Winfrey Show script dialogue, the writer

makes an attempt to find out the kinds of
language style and the most dominant

language style are used by Barrack Obama

and Michelle Obama in Oprah Wnfrey

Show. The study found that there are three

kinds of language style. Those are casual,

consultative and formal language stSrles.

Moreover, the researcher found that the

most dominant language style was casual

language style which are casuatr style

consists of 79 utterances, consultative style

consists of 6 utterances, and formal style

consists of 9 utterances. Therefore, the using

of casual, consultative and formal language

styles are in the formal and informal

situation. It is appropriate with the

conversation used of the president ard his

wife. In addition ofthe function of language

style, it can be conclude that different styles

of language depending on situation and

condition of social context. A11ofutterances

in the dialogue are identified from the

context.

Here, the researcher would like to
give suggestion for the Sociolinguistics

lectures, sfudent of English Department and

the furtherresearchers as well.

For the Lectures, especially

Sociolinguistics lectures to get more

knowledge are very important in
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APPENDIX

Although we have seen each other on
several occasions since, the last time I
interviewed the president for Obama was all
the way back in 2004. Back then, Barack
Obama was just a state senator from Illinois,
but he'd lit up that year's Democratic
National Convention with a brilliant,
galvanizing speech that really put him on the
political map. Suddenly, the hot topic was
whether he might be presidential material.
Cut to Jily 2012 and I'm walking into the
stately Green Room at the White House for a



cit{own interview with the president and
First Lady of the United States. you could
ahost see the weight of the job resting on
his shoulders as he strolled past the silk-
overed walls and gilt-framed oil paintings,
yet he still had that easy positivity and casual
flair, with his suit jacket hooked on his index
finger, over his shoulder. (He may be the
hader of the free world, but Barack Obama
was down-to-earth enough to help move a
White House coffee table for the
photographer.) Michelle Obama,
memwhile, had poise and a bearing that
emanated "First Lady"-until the president
Fkingly told her she had a little something
snrckinherteeth.
Before the interview, we got caught up; I
toldthe president about the wonderful book
I was reading (Katherine Boo's Behind the
Beautiful F orev ers) and he told me about the
best movie he'd seen in three years (Beasts of
the Southern Wild). There was a plate of
chocolate chip cookies between us, but with
healthy eating never far from her mind,
Michelle suggested to an aide that it be
replaced with a bowl of apples. That
accomplished, we dove in.

OprahWinfrey (1.1) : Okay, so

other than being
grayer, how is the man

sitting before me

different from four
years ago?

BarrackObama (1.2) : I don't
think Irm all that

different, actually
(CS). The things that

led me to run for
office-trying to
figure out how we

create an economy
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(CS), where
everybody's got a fair

shot and if you work

hard, you can achieve

your dreams-Irm still
passionate about (CS).

Thatrs still what drives

me every single day

(CS).My abiding faith

in the American people

is undiminished. I
think that being in this

offrce has made me

evenmore appreciative

of my family in ways

that I didn't think I
could be (CS). I
already loved them so

much, but when you're

under all these
pressures, to come

home every single

night-at least when

I'm in town-and have

Michelle and the girls

there, and draw joy
from them (CS). They

are my balance and

they keep me
grounded, and that's

truer now than it's ever

been.

OprahWinfrey (1.3): The momentyou

see thern, does
everything change and

lift?
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BarrackObama (1.a): They just give

me perspective. We

have dinner at 6:30

every night (FR),

especially during the

school year; although

theyrre getting old

enough now where

during the summers

theyrre (CS), like,

"See ya." They give me

the long view, and

whatever fussing I've

been dealing with
Congress, suddenly

Malia's breaking it
down, telling me kids

are thinking about this

issue or that issue (CS).

MichelleObama (1.5): Sometimes I
donrt even know what

hets gone through over

the course of the day

until after dinner , after

Bo's been walked and

we sit down and I listen

andlthink(CS), "Man,

he's been dealing with

allthat." Becausewhen

he walks in the door

every night, it's like the

OprahWinfrey

MichelleObama

OprahWinfrey

BarrackObama

OprahWinfrey

light goes on in him

and he is all focused on

us.

(1.6): So you can

compartmentalize?

(1.7)z Oh, he's very

goodatthat.(CS)

(1.8): Other changes

since fouryears ago?

(1.9): Therers no doubt

that I'm a better
president now than

when I first took offrce

(CS). This is not a job

where therer s a

manual, and over time

you get a better sense

of what's important,

whatts not, how to see

around corners and

anticipate problems, as

opposed to just
managing problems

once they've arrived.

(CS)

(1.10): So what have

the past four years

taught you about

yourself that you

didn'tknow?



A STITDY ON THE SEVENTII.GRADE TEACIIING SPEAKING METIIODS AT
MTS MUHAMMADTYAH I MALA}IG

Nisa Wati'
Rina Wahyu Setyaningrum'

Abstract:Tlte success of teaching learning process is greatly influenced by some components,
namely teachers, students, methods, approach, strategy, technique, media and environment.
Thus, teacher should recognize students' learning diffrculties to achieve the main goal of
curriculum. Teacher's main responsibility is to assist the students to reach goal in their learning
process. This study aims to describe kinds of teaching speaking English methods at MTs
Muhammadiyah I Malang as well as identiffing and overooming students'issues when the
teacher applied the current teaching methods.

This study uses survey research because this study describes the application of teaching
method, students' difficulties and teachers 'strategies to overcome the students learning
problems atMTs Muhammadiyah I Malang in academicyear20l3lz0l4.The instruments used
in this study were interview, questionnaire, observation and field notes.

Based on interview, the teacher mentioned that she has applied some popular methods of
language learning such as direct method, silent way, communicative language teaching, audio
lingual method, and suggestopedia. However, based on observation, the researcher found that
theteacheronlyimplementedthree outoffivemethods, namely, suggestopedia, communicative
language teaching and silent way. The students found diffrculties when they had to practice
English conversation. To overcome this problem, the teacher then giving them examples of how
to produce conversation which later be called as communicative language method. Teacher also
helped students to cover their vocabulary issues through gestures or other media as a practice of
suggestopedia and by repeating many times in explaining the meaning of new words as an
expression of audio lingual method. To maintain students' issue in expressing their English
communication, the teacher overcomes it by asking the students what they did not understand
yet and explained it until they understood and had bravery to express in English. In this point,
again, the teacher practiced to apply audio lingual method.

In conclusion, throughout the application of three mostly used methods in provoking
students' basic communication abilities, the teacher tried to assist students' issues such as

difficult in mastering vocabularies, comprehension of teaching materials and confidence issues

in practicing conversation.

Keywordsz Direct Method, Silent Way, Community Language Tbaching, Audio Lingual
Method, Desuggestopedia, ar.d, C onversation.
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Introduction

The role of English as an intemational

language is to break the boundaries of
communication issues among nations which
have different languages. English also put

their salient position to understand different

cultural issues around the world. Of two
small rationales in learning English,
Indonesia have applied the importance of
learning English by providing space in its
National Curriculum. Though the Indonesia

recent curriculum Kurikulum 2013
eliminate the teaching and learning English

at elementary school, the existence of
English as a must teaching subject still being

considered as an international
communication exposure for the upper

level.

Among the ASIAN countries, English

becomes a foreign language. No wonder

though it has been years the
implementations of English teaching and

learning, the practical issues experienced by
the learners are quite similar: one ofthe most

is producing basic communication. Some

research findings claimed that insufficient

numbers of vocabularies and
comprehension about the implemented

materials influence students speaking

mastery. Therefore, teacher's role in
implementing various methodologies in
teaching will influence student's learning

outcomes. In other words, teachers must be

able to identi$ students'problems toward

the practice of offered teaching methods, so

that students could grasp knowledge easily.

Teaching is one ofconcept ofeducation

activity. It is an activity of delivering
knowledge to students in order to receive,

respond, master, and develop the learning

material. According to Brown (2000),

teaching is stated by showing or helping

someone to learn how to do something, give

instruction, guiding in the study of
something, providing with knowledge for
comprehension purpose. It means that
teaching refers to the process of imparting

the knowledge and skill from the teachers to
the learners. In teaching activity, teachers

have important part to help and facilitate

students in learning activities. The success

of learning activity will depend on teacher's

strategies in delivering the materials.

As previously mentioned, the success

ofteaching leaming process is influenced by
some components, namely teachers,

sfudents, methods, approach, strategy,

technique, media and environment. To reach

the goal of curriculum, effective
implementation of the whole components

should be supported each other. Teaching

learning process is not an easy work,

because the teacher should master
theoretical knowledge and teaching practice

ability. Thus, teaching English will be more

effective and efficient if the teachers

implement appropriate teaching methods

forstudents.

According to Richard and Rodger ,

method is an overall plan for the orderly
presentation of language material which
means a method can be defined as the way



used to implement a plan that has been

aranged in real and practical activities to

rchieve leaming goals. Before the teachers

start the teaching process in front of the

class, they have to prepare the methods for

teaching. In line with Richard and Rodgeq

l-arsen and Freeman argue that method is as

a foil for reflection that aid teachers in

leading students' conscious awareness of
thinking. In other words, methods can offer

an alternative link to what students' leaming

difficulties and to what the teachers do in

classroom. By implementing correct

methods in the class, the teachers will be

able to transfer the information, select the

resource and define the roles of the students

moreeasily.

In the researcher's daily experience as a

teacher, teaching English in junior high

school level is not an easy task. To teach the

students, a teacher should find a good way to

make the students enjoy and interested in

learning English. Larsen and Freeman

(2013) identiff several popular methods in

teaching foreign languge that can be referred

by teachers in teaching non-native English

sfudents, such as grammar translation

method, audio lingual method, direct

method, cooperative learning method, total

physical response method, suggestopedia,

silent way, and communicative approach.

Yet, not all methods are appropriate

with teaching four skills of English, for

example; grammar translation method

appropriate for teaching grammar, and it is
less appropriate for teaching speaking
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because the characteristic of this method is

that using mother tongue with little active

use ofthe target language, and students are

more focused on grammar rules and then

apply it in translating sentences and texts

into and out of the target (Brown, 2000).

Meanwhile, in speaking the teacher can

apply some methods such as direct methods,

audio-lingual methods, and communicative

language teaching, because from those

methods there are some techniques

appropriate for teaching speaking such as

dialog memorization, chain drill, role play,

conversation practice, etc. (Larsen and

Freeman, 2000). By having various

methods, the teacher can decide an

appropriate method for teaching to improve

students' speaking skill so that there will
interactive and interesting environment of
classroom. Thus, considering components

such as method, technique, and strategy in

teaching learning process, the teacher

should recognize the difficulties that appear

in teaching learning in order to figure out the

optional solutions.

Teaching speaking is a very important

part of language learning. The ability to
communicate inEnglish language clearly an

efficiently contributes to the success of the

learner in school and success learning

outcomes later. According toKayi (2006),

teaching speaking is to teach learner to

produce, use and select English words, and

organize them in a comprehensive

communication practice. The aim of
teaching speaking is to improve English
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orally production to teacher and their peer

learners.

In line with the background of study,

this study aims to find out: 1) how teacher

applies the current teaching methods of
speaking skill in teaching learning process,

2) students'diffrculties in learning speaking

when the teacher applies current teaching

method, and 3) how teacher overcomes the

students' difficulties in speaking practice

when the teacher apply current teaching

methods.

Popular Teaching Methods in Teaching

English as Foreign Language

Teaching English for non-native

English conveys special interest and

empathy as English becomes fear for its
learners. As the matter that English is as

media of communication among the users,

there are some popular methods being

taught to gain its knowledge by the teacher

to assist the students reach the goal in
learning. The followings are kinds of
teaching methods according to Larsen and

Freeman:

Grammar T?anslation Method

Grammar Translation Method or more

well-known as GTM is the oldest model of
English teaching method that firstly
introduced to have the learners understand

about the grammatical features in English.

GTM believes that the first priority in

learning English non-native English

learners is by mastering the grammatical

components. The purpose of Grammar

Translation Method is the learner could be

able to read written literature in the target

language. Therefore, students need to leam

about grammar rules and vocabulary in the

targetlanguage.

DirectMethod

Direct method is applied when the

gralnmar translation method is considered

not effective anymore. The objective of this

method is to train students to use the target

language vocabularies communicatively.

This method has one basic rule that is no

word-translation allowed. The direct
method receives its name from the factthat
the meaning is to be conveyed directly in the

targetlanguage.

Audio-LingualMethod

Audio-lingual methqd is the upper

level of Direct Method which uses oral-

based approach like direct method but it has

theoretical base linguistic and psychology. It
is thought that the way to acquire the

sentence patterns ofthe target language is by

helping learners to respond correctly to

stimuli through shaping and reinforcement.

SilentWay

Silent way method is the method wiih
the principle that to use language for self-

expression, to express their thought,

perception, and feelings. Teachers do

passively communication yet students

actively respond toward teacher's hands



directing of pointing at any names of
otiects. Therefore, the students develop

freir independence learning by naming any

r*mes of English obj ects.

Sugestopedia

The concept of suggestopedia method

is that teacher prioritizes students'

convenience in learning. Teacher believes

that student's convenience will give positive

effect toward their comprehension of
materials. It means this method can help

sfirdents eliminate the fear that they cannot

be zuccessful toward studying. Thus, it can

help them overcome the barriers in learning.

Community Language Learning

Community language learning method

is the method which takes the principle that

whole person learning. This means that not

only they have intellectual ability, but also

some understanding of relationship among

students' feelings, physical reactions,

instinctive protective reactions, and desire

toleam.

Ibtal Physical Response

Total Physical Response is a method

with its main objective is students able to

rinderstand verbal instructions. Teacher can

create very active and interactive classroom

environment by asking sfudents to move or

even nrn for any instructed words. This

method can reduce stress of people feeling

when studying foreign language. It also can
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encourage sfudents to persist in their study

beyond the beginning level ofproficiency.

Communicative Language Teaching

Communicative language teaching

method is aimed to apply the theoretical

perspective of communicative approach by

making communicative competence in the

goal of language teaching and
acknowledging the interdependence of
language and communication. Teacher

could design some cotnmunicative activities

to persuade students' willingness to

communicate.

ResearchMethod

In this study, the researcher applied

survey research because it could steeply

identiff the application of teaching method,

students' diffrculties and teacher's strategies

to overcome the students' diffrculties.

The researcher took a teacher who

taught English and seventh-grade students

as sample in this research. The teacher has

been teaching English in this school for
eleven years. The researcher's judgment to

select one class (C class) out of three

because this class was considered has

active-particrpating students. The numbers

ofstudents in C class are thirty students.

Findings

Based on the interview between the

teacher'and the researcher, the teacher

informed that in teaching speaking subject

she applied some methods called direct
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method, silent way, communicative

language teaching, audio lingual method,

andsuggestopedia.

To gather information of interview, the

researcher conducted three times of
observation by attending the teaching

process as non-participant as observer. In

the first observation was conducted on

Aprill5", 2014, the method used by the

teacher could be categorized as

sugesstopedia because the teacher tried to

activate students' willingness in leaming

English through building students'

motivation. Teacher tried to make students

who had low motivation in learning English

by merely preaching about the needs of
English for students'future. To the students,

the teacher suggested that more and more

practice will make them used to understand

English better so that students must have

eliminated inconvenient feeling by
imagining their future with English mastery.

Accordingly, the teacher gave examples on

how beneficial to master English like by

English students can travel around the

world, students can speak in different

language and students pass National

Examin ation successfully later.

What have been conducted by the

teacher was in line with Larsen and Freeman

(2000) who believes that suggestopedia

method is more underpinning on regulating

students to feel comfortable in leaming

environment, especially in intoducing a

foreign language, English. By pursuing

students' motivation teacher could

emphasize on the students to use and

practice particular foreign language for

daily. In this case, the teacher gave belief

that they would succeed in learning English.

In applying this method, the teacher

implemented primary activation by

concerting technique and role playing

technique.

In the second observation conducted on

May 8*, 2014, the method used by the

teacher was categorized as Communicative

Language Teaching. Teacher divided the

class into groups in role-play activities. The

students were asked to arrange the

conversation themselves. Teacher's

suggestion was sfudents could ignore

grammatical pattern yet producing as many

as possible activating the introduced

vocabularies for their communication. It
showed that the goal of language learning

was to interact or communicate not merely

on grammatical pattern. As stated by

Richard and Rogers , interaction and not

merely its grammatical features are the

characteristics of communicative language

teaching. It shows that communicative

meaning in the context should be

emphasized in language teaching.
Moreover, Larsen and Freeman (2000)

mentions that there are five techniques in

this method. They are language game,

scrambled sentence, picture story authentic

material, and role play. In applying this

method, the writer found that the teacher

only implemented authentic material and

roleplaytechnique.



In the third observation carried out on

May 20*, 2014, the method implemented

was categorized into silent way because in

guessing the picture game, the teacher was

only facilitating and controlling. She just

oontrolled the game and noticed the active

md passive students during the game.

According to Larsen and Freeman , one of
techniques usually used by teachers is

teacher's silence. Larsen and Freeman

believe that independent learning is the

basic characteristics of teaching learning in
ttis method. So, the students could get

autonomy in the language learning. It could

be seen from the fact that the teacher only

helped the students using gesture, picture, or

mimic when they needed hints to guess new

words. The teacher also suggested them help

each other when they got difficulties. The

techniques of silent way not implemented by

the teacherwerepeer correction, word chart,

and self-correction.

The following findings indicated that

the teacher had applied the direct method. In

the theory of direct method, some

techniques proposed by Larsen and Freeman

are question and answer exercise, getting

students to self-correct, and conversation

practice. Practically, the teacher did some

activities to teach speaking skill by

activating sfudents to question and answerin

a complete sentence so they could practice

new vocabularies and grammatical pattern.

The teacher gave the students chance to

make questions with the answer, and asked
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the students to have pair conversation. It is in

line with the technique proposed by Larsen

and Freeman (2000), the purpose of this

technique is to emphasize the students to

answer the questions correctly. Yet, in
applying this method, the teacher did not

implement reading aloud, dictation, fill in
the blank, and paragraph writing.

Still on the same activities, the teacher

admitted that she often asked the students to

repeat after her in pronouncing new words

or sentences in the dialogue. This was

categorized into repetition technique of
audio-lingual method proposed by Larsen

and Freeman . In this method, the teacher

implemented dialogue memorization,

complete dialogue, repetition drill, and

transformation drill. While, expansion drill,

chain drill, single out substitution drill,

multiple slot, substitution drill, question and

answer, minimal pairs, and grammar game.

Unfortunately, the teacher did not give

solution to overcome the students' difficulty

in English in problem solving task.

Therefore, asking the students to tell their

experience in English during speaking

activity is actually included in community

language learning method, but in this case,

the writer found it inthe post activities when

the teacher implemented silent way method

in the observation conducted on May 20*,

20t4.

For students' issues in delivering

unknown words of English translation, the

teacher assisted the students by giving those
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vocabularies while explaining to the

students, so that students will have

confidence in continuing their conversation

practice. In addition, the teacher mentioned

that the more effective to promote their

confidence issues in speaking was also

helped them in directly giving the

vocabularies they needed. It was applied

since the students did not know what to say

or even they got difficult to name it. The

teacher also emphasized that maintaining

students' comfortable issues was important

to keep spirit in learning English. Indeed, the

teacher tried to apply some methods of
teaching English to maintain the learning

keep active by considering students learning

issues.
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C0LL0QUIALWORDS USED rN "cOSSIp crRL" DRAMA SCRIPT WRITTEN
BY CECILY VON ZIEGESAR

Meliana Hardianti'
Hartono2

,tlfuicct: Colloquialism is a word or phrase that is more coflrmonly used in informal speech and
vriting.This variety is generally understood and used by native speakers of a particular
lrnguage. This study focused on analyzing colloquial words used in Gossip Girl drama script
sritren by Cecily von Ziegesar. More specifically, it was intended to analyze the colloquial
nords used in Gossip Girl drarta script written by Cecily von Ziegesar, the kinds of colloquial
To,rds used in Gossip Girl drama script written by Cecily von Ziegesar, and the meanings of
mlloquial words found in Gossip Girl dramascript written by Cecily von Ziegesar.

This study used descriptive qualitative research because the data were in the non-
numerical form, and they were collected in the form of words, not in the form of number like in
emperimental research. The object of this study was Gossip Girl drama script written by Cecily
r-onZiegesar.

The result of the study showed that there were 80 colloquial words used in Gossip Girl
drama script. Furthermore, there were seven kinds of colloquial words used in the Gossip Girl
dramascript. Theywere 19 coinage (neologism), 13 colloquialwords interms ofcompounding,
eight colloquial words in terms of clipping, 14 colloquial words in terms of semantic extension,
md24 colloquial words terms of contracted form, one colloquial word in terms of number of
word and one colloquial word in terms of letter as words. The most frequent colloquial words
was the colloquial words in terms of contracted form. Moreover, there were two kinds of
meaning of the colloquial words found in Gossip Girldrama script written by Cecily von
Ziegesat. They were contextual and conceptual meanings.

Key words z Colloquial words, contextual meaning, conceptual meaning
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Introduction

This study is generally in the area of
language used as a means of social

interaction. Radford et al. (2005) noted that

language varieties are based on the social

characteristic of the speaker (such as his

social class, ethnic Broup, age and sex) as

well as on the social context in which the

language isused.

This study is intended to investigate

colloquial words used in Gossip Girl drama

script written by Cecily von Ziegesar. Drama

is a prose or verse composition, commonly

telling a serious story that is intended for

representation by actors impersonating the

characters and performing the dialogue and

action (Pickett:2006). The topic about

colloquials which are used in drama script is

important to study because colloquial

expressions in a piece of literature may give

us a deep insight into the writer's society. This

variety is generally understood and used by

all native speakers of a particular language

(Lewandownsky:2010).

The study covers three research

questions: 1)What colloquial words are used

in Gossip Girl drama script written by Cecily

von Ziegesar? 2)What kinds of colloquial

words are used in Gossip Girl drama script

written by Cecily von Ziegesar? And 3) What

are the meanings of colloquial words used in

Gossip Girl drama script written by Cecily

vonZiegesar?

In order to minimize the scope of this

study on the analysis of colloquial words, the

writer specifically analyzesthe kinds and the

meanings of colloquial words. The study is

limited on the colloquial words in Gossip

Girl drama script written by Cecily von

Ziegesar in"Pilot" episode.

Sociolinguistics and Language variation

According to Wardhaugh (2006: 13),

sociolinguistics is concerned with
investigating the relationships between

language and society with the goal ofhaving

a better understanding of the structure of
language and how language functions in

communication.

Radford et al. (2005) noted that

language varieties are based on the social

characteristic of the speaker (such as his

social class, ethnic group, age and sex) as

well as on the social context in which the

language is used.

Dialect

Dialect is a variety of a language

associated with a particular group of
speakers and mutually intelligible with other

varieties (Wardhaugh: 2006). The term

dialect is used to refer to any regional, social,

or ethnic variety of language.

Slang

Slang is a self-sufficient, subversive,

oppositional subset of the English dnguage

(Green: 2011). Slang is used in an informal

situation created by a certain group of
society in their social interaction. The

existence of slang is unconditional and

temporary.



Coltroquial

According to Widawski (2003, as cited

iE Kollataj, 2009), colloquialisms are

informal expressions which are more

mon used in conversation than in
writing, and often convey the feel of easy

going naturalness. Colloquial words are

often mistakenly used with a connotation of
disapproval as if it means "vulgar" or "bad"

or "incolTect", whereas it is merely a

fzrniliar style used in speaking rather than in
rniting.

Kinds of Colloquial Words

According to Eponge (2012),
oolloquial words are classified into six

kinds:

Firstly is reduplication which means

doubling of stemwith orwithoutachange in
sound to express a morpho slmtactic

category. The second kind of colloquial

words is double subjects. The use of double

mbjects in Cameroon English is another

feature that exhibits c olloquial use of
language. Coinage (also known as

neologism) as the third kind of colloquial

words is a new word or expression which
has come into a language. For example, the

field of computer science brought about a

hrge range of neologisms such as "user-

friendly", "software", "floppy disk".
Fourthly, a compound word is a linguistic

expression that consists of at least two free

morphemes or morpheme constructions

which functions as a single word. The next

kind of colloquial words is a clip which is
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also short variant of a complex word. In

'head words, 'the first part is used:

lab(oratory), math (ematics). In'end words,'

the beginning of a word is dropped:

(tele)phone,(air)plane. The last kind of
colloquial words is semantic extension has

to do with variation int he semantic range of
word.

The Use ofColloquials in I)rama Scripts

To facilitate a deeper role, a drama

script is given to the actor to be learned.

According to Pickett (2006), script is a copy

of text used by a director or performer. In
describing the story of the drama, the writer

usually uses many kinds of language

variation to avoid the boredom ofthe viewer.

Meaning

According to Trask (2007),meaning is

the characteristic of a linguistic forrn which

allows it to be used to pick out some aspect

of the non-linguistic world. Yule (2010)

states that meaning falls into two
categorizations. They are conceptual

me aning and as s o ci ativ e m e aning.

Specifically, Pateda (1990) classified

sixkinds ofmeanings:

1 Denotativemeaning

Denotative meaning is a meaning of
a word or a group of words based on flre

simple relationship between a part of
language and a form of non-linguistic

word. Denotative meaning is smooth

meaning, a true meaning. For example,

the word "dove" means a type ofpigeon.
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2. ConnotativeMeaning

Connotative meaning is a meaning that

appears as a consequence of feeling

association oflanguage users towards the

word that has been heard or read.. For

example, the word "dove" denotatively

refers to a type of pigeon, but

connotatively refers to a symbol ofpeace.

3. FigurativeMeaning

Figurative meaning is the usage of a word

in which the meaning is not its real

meaning. Figurative meaning is not

proper with the concept inside the word

anymore; but if it is thought deeply, it still

has a relation with its meaning. For

example, "a Daniel" means an imperal

judge (Shakespeare, "Merchant of
Venice)

4. ContextualMeaning

Contextual or situational meaning is a
meaning which appears as a consequence

of the exixtence or relation between

utterance and context, such as gender,

age, social and economic background,

situation, objective, time, etc. For

example, the word 'opack" in {l)"l'm
going to Hawaii this weekend, so I won't

need to pack any wann clothesfor trip."
(2)"My back started to hurt because I
had to carry so many books to school in

my pack. ". The word'!ack" in the two

sentences has different meanings. In the

first sentence, "pack" means to put

something, while in the second sentence,

"pack"refersto abag.

5. LexicalMeaning

Lexical or semantic meaning is a

meaning when a word is on its own, either

in a lexemic form or in a suffrx form as we

can see inthe dictionary.

6. TextualMeaning

Textual meaning is a meaning which

appears after we read the whole part of
text.

Research Method

Descriptive qualitative research

design is used to acquire some information

about colloquial words particularly the

colloquial words, the meaning of colloquial

words, and the kinds of colloquial words

found in Gossip Girl drama script by Cecily

vonZiegesar.

The object of the study was colloquial

words used in Gossip Girl drama script

written by Cecily von Ziegesar. The

researcher chose Gossip Girl drama script

because it was one of the favorite drama

among teenagers and the drama is starred by

teenagers. The story of the drama

wasveryinteresting; in addition, the

language used was easy to understand.

Findings

The findings of this study cover

colloquial words, the kinds of the colloquial

words, and the meaning of the colloquial

words found rn Gossip Girl drama script in

'?ilot'episode.

ColloquialWords

Based on the result of the data analysis,



there were 80 colloquial words used in
Gassip Girl drama script written by Cecily
von Ziegesar in "Pilot" episode (see

apendix).

f,inds of Colloquial Words

From the data analysis, the colloquial

suds are classified into different terrns.

There are 19 coinage (neologism); 13

olloquial words in terms of compounding;

t oolloquial words in terms of clipping; 14

colloquial words in terms of semantic

erfrension; 24 colloquial words tenns of
cmhacted form; one colloquial word in
ffi of number of word and one colloquial

word in terms of a letter as a word (see

qendix).

Mcening of Colloquial Words

The data analysis showed that the
rrrnings of colloquial words used in
Gasnp Girl drama script derived from the

mtext in which the colloquial words were

usod- Thus, the meaning of the colloquial

wotrds used in the drama script belonged to

offiextual meaning. Contextual meaning is

t meaning which appears as a consequence

of the existence or relation between

ffiance and context (see appendix).

Ilitcussion

The colloquial words were often used

by teenagers in their daily life in their

nffirally conversation such as fav for
ftyorite, can't for cannot, doesn't for does

rot Those colloquial words are used in
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informal speeches with relaxed situation. It
is in line with Widawski (2003, as cited in
Kollataj, 2009) who states that
colloquialisms are informal expressions,

which are coflrmon in conversation than in
writing, and often convey the feel of easy-

going nafuralness. Moreover, according to

Lewandownsky (2010), colloquialism is the

lexical base ofall social dialects.

In this sfudy, the researcher found seven

kinds of colloquial words; they
arecolloquial words in term of
compounding, coinage (neologism),
colloquial words in term of clipping,

semantic extension, contracted form,
number of word and colloquial words in
term of letter. It is supported by Eponge

(2012) who points that colloquialism is a
word or phrase that is more commonly used

in informal speech and writing. Colloquial

words are classified into six kinds, there are

reduplication, double subject, coinage,

compounding, and semantic extension.

Furthermore, there were two kinds of
meaning (contextual and conceptual) of the

colloquial words in the drama script. The

examples of contextual meaning are:

"Sorry about last night. Just showing up

out of the blue, without calling."

"Today Serena wearing a blue shirt."

The word "blue" has different meaning. This

finding is in line with the opinion of Yule

(2010) who states that conceptual meaning

cove.rs those basic, essential components of
meaning that are conveyed by the literal

used of a word. It is the type of meaning that
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dictionaries are designed to describe. In

addition, according to Pateda (1990)

contexfual or situational meaning is a

meaning which appears as a consequence of

the existence or relation between utterance

and context, such a s gender, age, social and

economic background, situation, objective,

time, etc. For example, the word "pack" in:

"I'm going to Hawaii tkis weekend, so I
won't need to pack any warun clothes for
trip."

"My backstartedto hurt because I had to

carry so many boola to school in my pack. "

Based on the two examples of the sentences,

the word "pack" has different meanings. In

the first sentence, "pack" means to put in

order of something, while in the second

sentence, "pack" refers to abag.

Conclusion

The research finding showed that there

were 80 (eighty) colloquial words used in

Gossip Girl drama script written by Cecily

von Ziegesar on Jlurrc 2014. There were

seven kinds of colloquial found in the script.

The colloquial words included 19 coinages

(neologism), 13 compounding, 8 clipping,

14 semantic extension, 24 colloquial words

terms of contracted form, one colloquial

word in term of number of word and one

colloquial words in term of letter as words.
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Appendixes
Table 1. The Colloquial Words and Their Use in Context

No. Colloquial
Words

The Use of Colloquial in Context

I l.

2-
3
4
5
6

7

I
9

l0
n

t2
l3

t4
l5

l6
t7
l8
l9
20

2t

22
23

25
25

26
27

28
29
30

3l

32
33
34

'bout

'cause
'course
4
Aren't
Babe

Baby

Black
Blue

Bobbing
Buddy

Bump
C'mon

Can't
Cat

Catty
Chick
Cool
Could've
Dead-eyes

Didn't

Doesn't
Dunno

F -ing
Fav

Flying
Freshman

Gonna
Gotta
Grandpa

Groupie

He's
Hipsters
Hold

- How 'bout a grilled cheese with truffle oil. You do
love truffles.

- 'Cause I kinda think you're ineligible.
- Used to give or emphasize agreement or permission
- 4rcaL Please. U know Chuck?
- Oh no.'We're going to shopping, aren't we?
- Hey mom, good to see you. Thanks for sending a car

to get me. Of course babe.
- Just like, baby?
- mom wants, huh? What do I want
- Jenny? That would look even better in black.
- Sorry abor.t last night Just showirg up out of the blW.

Withorfr calling
- Serena. Bobbing her head
- No, man. I'm good. Talk to Chuck, buddy. you and

Blair have been dating forever.
- Let's start a bump watch!
- C'mon, I want you to meet the lead singer of the band.
- Guess it's true, you can't go home again.
- There's nothing Gossip Girl likes more than a good cat

fight.
- One of the cattv gallery girls walks up to Rufus
- What? I don't read Gossip Girl. That like for chick.
- She doesn't know me. No one knows me. It's cool.
- I wish I could've been there.
- Dan looks to the bag, then to Chuck andNate. Chuck

dead-eybs him. Dan nods.
- God, I didn't realize leaving was going to be this hard
- His mother doesn't want to hear about it.
- I dunno. Hangout wiih a stranp guy in Brooklyrf

Watching sorre band
- Serena did look f-ing hot last night
- In her absence, the myth has only grown, everyone's

got their fav Serena story.
- Rumors are flying. And how can blame us
- You're a freshma4 huh? I like freshmenYou're like a

blank canvas Ready to be painted.
- I'm qonna put it in the past.
- I gotta tune this, excuse me.
- You've told everyone Eric is just visiting Gre4dp4_lg

Newport
- Former ballerina an rock sroupie. Holding onto her

youth with both hands.
- He's with his father '
- Packed with hipsters.
- Hold their breath.
- Blairpulls Nate inside. Kissing him hunerily.
- But I'd also love to look out West.
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35 | Hungrity I I'11see you at school tomorrow
36 I I'd I I'm sorry I have to do this
37 I I'U I Really? 'cause I've had a great day

38 I I'- | It'llbe, like she doesn't exist, like she never excited.

39 I I've I Even from a distance, it's clear
40 | lt'll I Cause I kinda think you're ineligible.

I I - Let's hooe it is.

4l I It'. I - so""o aiarm! LoL!)+l lftS I - JUttuLloroLLLt.LvP,)

42 | rcirAu I - I just got sick of taking the meds.

43 I L"t'r I You missed som e Classical Eleanor Waldorf
44 ILOL I meltdowns.
45 | Irleas I ['m so glad to se e you. And I'm so sorry that I was
46 lu"ttao*o. I MIA

I I Yeah. I mean your mom'll be back
47 I trlm I Who's the newbie? Jenny Humphrey. She's a

I I freshman.
48 I Uom'Il I - But none of them mention you.

49 I Newbie I Staffwith trays of chablis wait on $YQ's wealtiest

I I - oMG! whv?
50 | Nor. I Omigod. You'Il never belive
51 I }rl-VC I There's thi s thing called MySpace where you could
52 | OtrrtC I post all this information online
53 | Omigod I And if you get a drink, they're also serving pigs

54 | Online I Blair flips through a shoebox of invites.

I I - Afison shoot him a look
55 I pie I Well, then maybe you shouldn't go

56 | Shoebox I They pull out their sidekick.
57 | Shoot I Dan steal a sideways look at her.

58 lshouldn't I Causelsmellascandal.
59 | Siaekict I Soooo cute. They should be framed or something

60 | Side*ays I - 'Blair, sweetie, if you're going to wear one of my
6l I Smell I d"sign, tell me.

;; I ;;;;; I ;;;;?;,,"ir", sweet,y
63 I Sweetie I What they're doing?

I I - But in the end, this'll bring us closer

64 lSweetly | - Please.UknowChuck?
65 | They're I Really?' 'cause I've had a great day. They had thiss

66 | this'll I g."en Jell-o for lunch. Uh-huh. Funny, let's go

67. I u I Um. Wait. What are you....you know her now?

68 I Un-n*r I We're renovating again

I I - Omigod. You'll never believe what's on Gossip Girl
69 I U- I Serena's every detail, windswept hair, bare legs.

70 1W""" I YoumissedsomeclassicEleanorWaldorfMeldowns.
7l I What's I mit wasn't such a tragedy, it would've been fi'rnny.

72 | Windswept | - WTF? They whip out their sidekicks.

73 | Would've I Yeah, 'cause it can't be ours.

I I - I thought vou'd want to see your friends.

I I - Omigod. You'll never believe what's on Gossip Girl
74 I wff I Blair, sweetie, if you're going to wear one of my

75 | Yeah I d"sign, tell me.

76 I You'd I One of the most beautiful faces vou've ever seen.

77 | You'll I lst sighting in aYR! Sound alarm! LOL!
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?t
vl,
m

You're
You've
YR

,B2. ColtoquialWords and the Kind of ColloquialWords

tr. Colloquial words Kinds of Colloouial Words
L
L
3-
{.
5-
G
7-
t-
9-
!0.
It-
t2-
I3.
l,L
I5.
16.
t7.
It.
19.

Babe
Bobbing
Buddy
Bump
Groupie
Hipsters
LOL
MIA
Newbie
NYC
OMG
Omigod
Soooo
Sweetie
Uh-huh
Um
WTF
Yeah
YR

Coinage

m.
21.
z2-
B.
24.
E.
?t;.
27.
n.
D.
30.
3l-
32.

Dead-eyes
Dunno
Freshman
Gonna
Gotta
Kinda
Meltdowns
None
Online
Shoebox
Sidekick
Sideways
Windsweot

Compounding

33.
v.
35.
?6.
37.
38.
39.
40-

'bout
'cause
'course
C'mon
F -king
Fav
Grandpa
Meds

Clipping

41.
42.
43-
4.

Baby
Black
Blue
Cat

Semantic Extension
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45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

CatW
Chick
Cool
Flying
Hold
Hungry
Pig
Shoot
Smell
Sweetlv

55
56
57
58
59
60
6l
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
7l
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

Aren't
Can't
Could've
Didn't
Doesn't
He's
I'd
I'll
I'M
I've
lt'll
It',s
Let's
Mom'll
Shouldn't
They're
This'll
We're
What's
Would've
You'd
You'll
You're
You've

Colloquial words in tenn of contracted form.

79 4 Colloouial words in term number of word.

80 U Colloouial words in tenn letter of word.

Table 3. Colloquial Words and the Meaning of Colloquial words

No. Colloquial words Meaning

l.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Coinage
Babe

Bobbing

Buddy
Bump

Groupie

Hipsters

Used conceptual meaning.
- Atenn of endearment for a woman or a

man
- Cut in a short style (refreshing to a

hairstyle)
- Friendly, too friendly
- To remove someone from an airplane

Flight, usually involuntarily
- , A young woman who follows a band
' seeking romance
- Ayouth of the 1950s, characteized by an

interest rrniaz.z and cool things
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t

I

- Laughing OutLoud
- Missing InAction
- New internet user

- NewYorkCitY
- Oh My God
- OhMyGod
- So (very)
- Dear child, husband, wife,lover
- Yes: the exPression of agreement

- The expression of thinking something

- WhatTheFuck
- Yes

LOL
MIA
Newbie
NYC
OMG
Omigod
Soooo
Sweetie
Llh-huh
Um
WTF
Yeatr
YR

7.
8.
9.
10.

ll.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

- Skilled shooter
- Do not know
- Newcomer
- Going to (intend to)
- Goto (needto)
- Kindof(somewhat)
- Severe overheating ofthe core ofanuclear

reactor resulting in the core melting and

radiation escaPing

- No one (no Person)
- Connected to the internet

- Tiny and cramped space (room, house)

- Close friend
- To the side

Dead-eyes
Dunno
Freshman
Gonna
Gotta
Kinda
Meltdowns

None
Online
Shoebox
Sidekick
Sideways

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

- About: concerning
- Because: in view of the fact that

- Of course: surelY

- Come on: start to arrive or happen (Of a

state or condition)
- Fucking: damnable,lousY, cursed

- Favorite: like or love about others

- Grand father: Father of ones'father or

mother
- Medications : a substance used for medical

CliPPing
'bout
'cause
'course
C'mon

F -king
Fav
Grandpa

Meds

33.
34.
35.
36.

37.
38.
39.

40.

- A lover, one's sweetheart

- Color of cloth
- Depressed
- Afellow; a guy; a dude

- Spiteful; snottY
- Agirl orwoman
- Unabashed, relaxed, calm

- Alert and in the know
- Slowup
- Ambitious
- Someone who eats too much

Baby
Black
Blue
Cat
Catty
Chick
Cool
Flying
Hold
Hungry
Pig

Semantic Extension

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
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52.
53.
54.

Shoot
Smell
Sweetly

- Observe intently
- To suspect that something is wrong
- Nicelv

55
56
57
58
59
60
6l
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
7l
72
73

174
175
lrc
ln
lzs

Colloquial words in term of
contracted form.

Aren't
Can't
Could've
Didn't
Doesn't
He's
I'd
I'll
I'M
I've
It',ll
It',s
Let's
Mom'll
Shouldn't
They're
This'll
We're
What's
Would've
You'd
You'11
You're
You've

Used conceptual meaning

- Are not
- Cannot
- Could have
- Didnot
- Does not
- Heis
- Iwould
- I will
- Iam
- I have
- Itwill
- Itis
- Let is
- Momwill
- Shouldnot
- They are
- This will
- We are
- What is
- Wouldhave
- You should
- Youwill
- You are
- Youhave

79 4

Colloquial words in term
number of word.

Used conceptual meaning

- For

80

Colloquial words in term,letter
of word.

U

Used conceptual meaning

- You
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SAMPANG

Indah Dwi Wahyuni'
Jarum'

cfJflrf. Team teaching is one of teaching models to improve the quality of teaching which
fue by more than one teacher who cooperatively conduct all process of teaching inctuding
phm;ng the teaching design, teaching process in classroom, and evaluating the students results-.
httb shrdy, the researcher investigates the team teaching implementation which involves local
d fueign teachers, focusing on the procedures of team teaching, the problems faced by both
hcelmdforeignteachers, andthe ways the teamteachers copedwiththeproblems.

Qualitative research were applied in this study. The research instruments used in this
0dy are observation field notes, interview guidelines, and document analysis to gather th e data
huudonthe statementofproblems. Furthermore, t}re subjects ofthis studyinvoGs foreign and
tm local teachers who were from different cultures, nationality, and first languages. These
ffiarences considerably caused some occurring problems during teim teaching
qmeffation. However, the team teachers defrnitely had their own ways to overcome the

@!ms to gain successful teaching and leaming process. Therefore, this is an interesting
thScfor research and analysis.

The findings showed that the team teachers conducted team teaching based on the
ryopriate procedures and cooperatively worked together starting from the planning process
{dcsigning the lesson plan), teaching implementation in classroom, to evaluating bothitudents'
@mtt md the teaching performance. The researcher also found some problems faced by the
rcachers during team teaching such as language problems, miscommunications,
@fo@derstanding, and managing misbehaved students. Those problems were caused by the
t-qr teachers who came from significantly different culture and first language. However, the
mrm teachers also had the solutions to cope with those problems such as adaptation, patience,
fut,tiar, appreciation, understanding, intensive communication, regular evaluation, having
gmd personality and bein g wise.

The result ofthe study showed that the procedures used by the team teacher consisted of
fuoe steps; they were planning, implementing, and evaluation steps. The team teacher also
frrud some occurring problems during team teaching. Consequently, having regular and private
tryeilu*ion after classroom teaching was significantly needed for improving and evaluating the
rylementation of team teaching.

rr,rttrms: Teaching, Team Teachingr rmplementation, problem, SMAN 1 Ketapang
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Introduction

In improving the effectiveness of

teaching process, there is a teaching method

which has been recently used in some

educational environment commonly

referred to as team teaching. According to

Goetz (2000), "team teashing can be defined

as a group of two or more teachers working

together to plan, conduct and evaluate the

learning activities for the same group of

leamers." Besides, Artiningsih (2008) stated

that team teaching is the leaming strategy

which is done by more than one teacher by

dividing role and responsibility for each. In

other words, the implementation of team

teaching can be done by two or more

teachers in the same subject and the

classrooms at the same time. The teachers

cooperatively work in planning process such

as desiming the lesson plan and dividing the

job descriptions before teaching,

implementing the teaching activiiies, and

evaluating the teaching and learning

process.

SMAN I Ketapang is one of the high

schools which has team teaching model in

its teaching and learning process, especially

in English subject. The team teaching

implementation is done by local and foreign

teachers who cooperatively teach the same

students within the same classrooms.

Therefore, this is interesting to research and

analyze this topic firther.

The purpose ofthis study is to describe:

1) team teaching implementation which

involves local and foreign teachers,

focusing on the procedures of team

teaching, 2) the problems faced by both local

and foreign teachers, and 3) the ways how

the team teachers coped with the problems.

Team Teaching

Villa, Thousand, and Ann (2010)

state that team teaching is one of
collaborative teaching approaches in which

two or more people do what the traditional

teacher has always doneplan, teach, assess

and assume responsibilrty for all of the

students in the classroom.

Wardani (2001) also defines team

teaching as a group of teachers who teach

the same students within the same time.

According to Goetz (2000), team

teaching has two broad categories:

1. CategoryA: two ormore instructors are

teaching the same students at the same

time within the same classroom.

Category A team teaching can be

classified into several forms :

a. Traditional team teaching; in this

case, the teachers actively share the

instruction of content and skills to

all sfudents. For examPle, one

teacher may Present the new

material to the students while the

other teacher constructs a concept

map on the overhead projector as

the students listen to the presenting

teacher.

b. Collaborative teaching; this

academic experience describes a

traditional team teaching situation
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c-

in which the team teachers work

together in designing the course

and teach the material not by the

usual monologue, but rather by

exchanging and discussing ideas

and theories in front ofthe learners.

Complimentary/supportive team

teaching; this situation occurs

when one teacher is responsible for

teaching the content to the

students, while the other teacher

takes charge of providing follow-

up activities on related topics or on

studyskills.

Parallel instruction; in this setting,

the class is divided into two groups

and each teacher is responsible for

teaching the same material to
her/his smaller group. This model

is usually used in conjunction with

other forms ofteam teaching, and is

ideally suited to the situation when'

students are involved in projects or

problem-solving activities, as the

instructor can roam and give

students individualized support.

Dffirentiated split class; this type

of teaching involves dividing the

class into smaller groups according

to leaming needs. Each educator

provides the respective group with

the instruction required to meet

their learning needs.

Monitoring teacher; this situation

occurs when one teacher assumes

the responsibility for instructing

the entire class, while the other

teacher circulates the room and

monitors students' understanding

andbehavior.

2. Category B: the instructors work

togetherbut do not necessarilyteach the

same groups of sfudents nornecessarily

teach at the same time. This category of
team teaching can take many forms:

a. Team members meet to share ideas

and resources but function
independently; this version of
cooperative teaching entails weekly

meetings and a teaching-resources

notebook.

b. Teams of teachers sharing a

common resource center; in this

form, the teachers instruct classes

independently, but share resource

materials such as lesson plan,

supplementary textbooks and

exercise problems.

c. One individual plans the
instructional activities for the entire

team; this model does not take full
advantage of the team concept as

only one individual's ideas are

incorporated. Sometimes, due to

time or financial constraints, there

may be no alternative to one person

designing the entire program.

d. kam member share planning but

each instructor teaches his/her own

specialized skill area to the whole

group of students. An example

would be seven instructors teaching

e.
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the seven different topics of the

subject to seven different classes

and rotating throughout the

durationofthe course.

Steps ofTeam Teaching

Team teaching implementation must be

done well by the teachers. According to

Wardani (2001), there have been several

activities that should be done by team

teachers in implementing team teaching.

Planning steps; this step consists of a

sequence of preparation before
implementing teaching in classroom

teaching, those are:

a. Team teacher establishes the aim of
team teaching including the design of

learning based on the subject to be

taught (semi team teaching/category B

teamteaching).

b. Team teacher determines the variation

of team teaching whether they use semi

team teaching or full team teaching.

c. Team teacher decides the agreement on

the requirements of the subj ect.

d. Team teacher decides the organized

materials that will be taught, how to

teach, and the evaluation form for the

students.

Conducting full team teaching, team

teacher has to determine what kind of

full team teaching will be used.

Team teacher works together to

implementlessonplan.

Implementing step; the steP where

the teaching plans that they have made

before. In other words, team teachers

directly teach students in the classroom

based on the prepared plans in appropriate

procedures.

Evaluating steps; this step is about how

the team teachers evaluate the teaching and

learning process. Team teachers evaluate

both the students and the teachers

themselves. There are several steps teachers

shoulddointhis stage:

a. Team teachers allow the students to

give the opinion and share their

problems about the implementation of
team teaching model by giving the

questionnaire or by interviewing some

students. Consequently, the result of
the questionnaire andthe interview can

be used as the suggestion to design the

improvement of teaching.

b. The team teachers share about the

problems faced during teaching

process, the advantages and

disadvantages of team teaching, and

some improvements for the next

teaching as the reflection for both

teachers honestly and calmly.

c. Team teachers work together in

evaluating the result of students during

learning process including the tasks,

quiz, middle test, and final test.

ResearchMethod

This study is a qualitative research

because it tries to investigate a phenotnenon

involving human beings and it is observed asthe teachers face the students and conduct



mlr in tre field where they existed.

The subject ofthis study is two pairs of
um tenchers who are involving two local
smtdlieh teachers and one foreign English
mmlrer. Moreover, the researchers ought

ffimation from the teachers about the

WooAnes used in implementing the team

*,-rhing, the problems faced by the

mrrlErs, and the way teachers cope with the

pmblems-

To obtain the data, the researcher used

umo instnrments, namely: observation and

urnrf,"ieW

3hdnngsandDiscussion

Based on the data analysis, the results

uf, &e three methods conducted by the

rcmcarcher in collecting the data, the

ourcucher found that the results were

,*lnrrcfosdv/ith each other. The team teaching

tCI$ well implemented based on the

pcpared lesson plan and the results of
mview fully matched the results of the

mfiervations. It is clear that the procedures

ufrcd by the team teachers were well
mplemented in three processes: the

plming process, the teaching process, and

ffieteachingprocess.

Fint the planning process, where the

hcal and foreign teachers designed the

hrson plan together especially the materials

od tasks that would be taught in the classes.

Tbe local teachers took more responsibility

m writing the lesson plan. In this case, the

ftreign and local teachers usually shared

i&as and resources before conducting the
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teaching process and decided what teaching

techniques to be used in the class.

Second the teaching process was the

moment when the local and foreign teachers

taught together in the same classes within

the same time. Both local and foreign

teachers had equal status as teacher in the

classroom. In other words, there is no

assistant in the teaching process. It was

- stated clearly in the j ob descriptions detailed

on the prepared lessonplan.

Third, the evaluation process was the

last process of team teaching done by the

local and foreign teachers in which they

evaluated students' progress results. The

team-teachers cooperatively worked

together in evaluating and giving the scores

for the students. However, for final score,

the local teachers still took more authority to

give the score for students. Besides, the

evaluation process did not only evaluate the

students' result but also both local and

foreign teachers evaluated their
performance during teaching process and

usually shared the problems that were faced

during team teaching implementation and

searched for the solution together.

The following section presents the

detailed findings about the problems faced

by local and foreign teachers in
implementing the team teaching method.

The findings below are gathered based on

the observations and interviews with the

teachers.
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The Problems Feced by the Foreign

Ibacher

Based on the observation and

intsview with the teachers, the researcher

found some problems faced by the foreign

teacher during team teaching
implementation:

Language problem: This was the

biggest problem faced by the foreign

teacher during team teaching
implementation. Having placed in the

certain area with different language could

be such a challenging for the foreign

teacher. In this case, the foreign teacher still

found it hard to communicate well either

with the teachers or the students because

ahnost all people there spoke Indonesian

laaguage combined with Maduranese

accent. In the teaching process, the

researcher found that the foreign teacher

still explained usrng English and sorne

shrdents did not catch the meaning.

Consequently, the foreign teacher'could not

explain clearly using Indonesian language

when the sttrdents got confused and needed

to gst help from the par&rerb explaia to the

studeilts.

M'i*mmmunicatiou: This wrls the

slceent when the fueiga tercher had

unclear csmmunication with the

partaers of teaching and sometimes

there was a change in teaching process

which did not match the lesson plan. It

happened because sometimes the local

teacher changed the agreements which

were stated in the lesson plan without

communicating it to the foreign teacher

before the class.

Misunderstanding: This problem

happened when the foreign teacher

expected one thing and another team

member expected something else

especially in discussing the preparation

before teaching. As a result, sornetimes

it produced some obstacles during the

teaching process.

Personality probleur: Everyone

definitely has her/his own personality

or the way he/she behaves and thinks.

Having different personality with the

partner of teaching likely creates some

difficulties in teaching process. In this

case, the foreign teacher found some

different behavior and way of thinking.

Some people might like to work in a

team and some others mightnot.

Misbehaved students: Controlling the

students with disruptive behavior was

such big challenge in the teaching

process. Sometirnes the shrdents spoke

and was heated in a way that the foreign

teacherdisagreed.

The Problems Faced by l,oc*l Tcather I
(LTt)

Based on the interview on Ttrursday,

February 13,2014, the local teacher stated

that there was no big problem during the

team teaching implernentation. In other

words, there was no significant problem

happened between local and foreign teacher.

However, sometimes both the locaI and



erEitn teacher found it hard to find the

mhed6slerials and some techniques that

mld be implemented in the classroom
'' -t each class has different needs. In
ianhrr words, the prepared lesson plan

,m*imes was not successfully conducted

ir Grpcct€d. Besides, realizingthat the local

,ri"r had to teach together with the

fuigp teacher with different culture,

hEuage andpoint ofview, the local teacher

smretimes faced some different behaviors

d deas that made it hard for the teachers to

,nN\ ride on the goals/agreement, for example

ilfulu the teachers had to treatlazy students.

Tbc local teacher preferred giving

mmfufonent to forgiving them. Differently,

fu fmeign teacher was more patient and

grm,etre opportunity to the students to grow.

fr fu clear that the process of making

&cisions and having different behavior or

pm,smal point ofview withthe parfirerwere

fucsmmon obstacles during team teaching

rylementation.

TIG Problems faced by Local Teacher 2

er:l)
The problems also occured in the team

rc'*g done by foreign teacher and local

',"r.her 2. The problems were:

Miscommunication:
Miscommunication could not be

avoided by the team teacher and this

situation made the teachers have

different choice of instructions in

classroom. As a consequence, it made
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the students confused about the

instructions given by both teachers.

Misunderstanding: This problem

occurred when the local teacher

sometimes did not understand what the

foreigner was talking about especially

in pronouncing the words. For instance,

the W2 got a unique experience when

the FT would say "hot"; theI.I2 heard

that the FT pronounced "hot" into "hat".

Consequently, sometimes the FT and

W2 got some misunderstanding during

the teaching process.

Having different culture and point of

view: This was one ofthe aspects which

made the local teacher find some

diffrculties such as the way the teacher

behaved and thought. For instance, the

foreign teacher disliked the way the LT2

kept the students silent by saying

"Ssssss/... jangan rame," in Indonesian

language, which means asking students

not to be noisy. The foreign teacher

thought that there was another way to

attract the students' attention.

The Ways the Teachers Cope with the

Problems

In order to gain the successful teaching

and learning, the teacher must have certain'

ways to overcome the occurring problems

during the team teaching implementation.

The following section presents ways the

local and foreign teachers overcome the

problems:
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The lVays the Foreign Teacher Cope with

Problems

1. Adaptation: The foreign teacher tries

to adapt herself well with any situation

and changes during team teaching.An

example, when the LT changed the

material and sorne activities without

any discussion before, the FT would

adapt andjust enjoy the class.

Patience: This was one way to not show

anger expression while something did

not run well especially when the foreign

teacher faced the disruptive students.

Flexibility: Sometimes the foreign

teacher had to face something which

was different frorn the p1an. For

example, when suddenly the partner

could not attend the classroom and so

she had to teach individually.

Keep appreciating and
understanding each other: The team

teachers realized that occasionally they

had their own teaching dtyle and

strategy and it rnight be different from

each other. It means that appreciation

and understanding rnust occur well

arnongtearnmernbors.

I{aving private cvaluatiea effectively:

The team teachers usually evaluatedthe

teaching perforrnance imrnedianely

after the teaching process

Keep trying: Sornetimes the foreign

teacher had to keep tryrng if something

did not run well such as when the

students did not understand the

instruction given by the foreign teacher.

The Ways the Local Teacher I (LJTI) and

Local Teacher 2 (LT2) Cope with
Problems

1. Cornmunication, talk, and
evaluation: Having intensive
interaction between partner bY

exchanging the thoughts, ill€ss&ges,

opinions, problems, etc. and sharing the

solutions decreased any problerns such

as misunderstanding and
miscommunication.

2. Adaptation: This was one way to adjust

with team teaching method which was

newly conducted inteaching English in

SMAN 1 Ketapang, Sampang.

3. Having good personality: The'team

teachers considerably had different

personalities. Therefore, tryfurg to act

good and creating nice relationstrip

would make the collaboration run well.

4. Being wise and understand et+
other: Having the ability to discern

when deciding the agreement could

control the occurred problems. B€ing

wise and understanding might be a good

way to keep successful collabmation

with the partrer of teaching.

Conchsion

The team t€aching irrplementetion

which was condr.rcted by the loeal and

foreign teachers significantly faced several

problems such as language problems,

miscommunications, misunderstanding,

managing misbehaving students, and having

different culture and point of view" Those

4.

2.

3.

5.

6.



Fflcrlrs were cagsed by the team teachers

* rtre from different cultures and first

hFges. However, the team teachers also

H fte solutions to cope with those

[fEn6 zuch as adaptation, patience,

fritiliry, appreciation, understanding,

tbcreive communication, regular
ffi*ion, having good personality and

lEEwisc.
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THE FEATURES OF ENGLISH BOOK USED IN 2013 CURRICULUM AT
JT'NIOR HIGH SCIIOOL LEVEL

Nisrin Adelyna Darayani'
Masdukil

ftrcr Considering the varieties of leaming materials in learning and teaching, one of
fhdg materials which is used in the research is English textbook. Thus, to obtain some
rLr*im about construction and the fuIfilI requirements of textbook used in 201 3 curriculum
lhc fte objective of the study.

In this research, researcher used descriptive design. The focps of this research is the
futr of English book used in 201 3 curriculum. The findings showed that the construction of
r ront qlffs included some features. Those were the organization oftextbook which was well
qpi'.ed, relevancy on the aims of teaching and learning activities, the design was made with
;ffiive design. There were only three skills in the textbook and in the textbook also served the
mil rnalue. It is therefore, the textbook is still appropriate for students to be used in teaching
dhingactiviry.

frr si Tutbook, F eatures, 20 1 3 Cuniculum

*ffir Adelyna Darayani, S.Pd., is an alumna of the English Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and
Itrgin,The University of Muhammadiyah Malang.
4m"rcaum, M.Pd., is a lecturer at English Department, Faculty of TeacherTraining and Education, The
lffity of Muham mad iyah Mala ng.
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Introduction

Considering the imPortant role of

English as widely spoken language (Internet

World Stats: 2013), teaching English is not

as easy as what scholars thought and

practiced. Teachers, facing with many

challenges in daily activrty need to have a

proper teaching learning process to bring

Engtish back to its expected idealism'

It is believed that the implementation

of 2013 curriculum has made some

problems. The rationale, there will be many

changes such as the new teaching approach,

new assessment, and textbook. Further, the

implementation of the 2013 curriculum is

not followed by a well introduction to the

teachers. Further, the implementation of the

2013 Curriculum is not followed by a well

socialization to the teachers. Therefore,

teachers are stilt confused about this 2013

curriculum. Ironically, not all teachers

accept easily this new curriculum. This is

due to teachers' perception toward this

curriculum. Many experience teachers think

that there is no difference between the

previous curriculum and 2013 curriculum

exceptthename.

In addition to the above Problems,

the condition is becoming more complicated

due to the policy issued by the ministry of

national education. The ministry has

declared the implementation of the 2013

curriculum starting 2}l3academic year for

some schools as the pioneer in elementary

schools, junior high school and senior high

school level. Based on Government

Regulation no. 67 Year 2013, 2013

curriculum aims to prepare Indonesians in

order to have a good personality that has

faith, productive, creative, innovative and

affective, and also contributing to society

andnation. So that, the usage ofthe textbook

has already designed as the curriculum

needs. It is a compulsory for all school level

to use the textbook. For purposes of the

study, th6 researcher chooses students'

English bookWhen English Rings the Bells

published by the ministry of national

education particularly in term ofthe features

ofthebook.

Textbook

Known as one of materials inteaching

and learning process, textbook is considered

as the most important materials for learning

a language. In addition, Permendiloms

stated that textbook is a compulsory

resource to be used in school, inctuding

materials to increase faith, attitude and

personality, science mastery technology,

sensibility and aesthetic which are arranged

based on national standard for school'

Therefore, it is a compulsory for each school

to use textbook.

The Role of Textbook

It is undeniable that textbook is used

in learning process. It is supported by the

government's bill stating that textbook is a

compulsary resoutrce to be used in learning

and teaching. The use of textbook depends

on how the teacher's implementation in the

classroom and practical assignment of the



undhnok- In addition, Gebhard stated that

fuc ue some reasons to use textbook as

m uf the materials. Those are linking the

nfuttm and language classroom with the

rclp rn'orld, contexfualizing language

lhililmmr.rg and giving a valuable source ofthe
mry*ge input. Therefore, the role of
uuffiook as one of materials in language

nlfuclassroom.

lrfitookEvaluation
To know the quality of textbooks, an

cffiilfufl[ion is needed to be implemented.

trnuording to Cunningsworth evaluation is

o tltnlflnluer of judging which involving value

pumgrment in it. Besides, Cunningsworth

&* classifies the type of evaluation into

lhrnee types: pre-evaluation, in-use
rm,afiEration, and post-evaluation.

fLFeetures ofTextbook

There has been significant impact in
mmmg textbook for the teaching and learning

ucrur ities. The impact is providing
;mm'tenience in obtaining some information,

kmrurledge, experience, and skills. So that,

,ffiuosing the appropriate textbook should be

m$sd on the characteristics of textbooks.

{,,cuording to Ornstein, good textbooks have

.rm,illrli desirable characteristics such as well
mgnnize4 coherent, up-date, accurate and

umblased.

lllSCurriculum
1013 curriculum is the newly
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established curriculum used in elementary

to senior high school level which is an

improvement in mindset, strengthening the

governance curriculum, deepening and

expansion of the material, reinforcement

learning, and adjusting learning in order to

ensure the conformity of what is desired

with what is produced.

TeachingApproach Suggested in the 2013

Curriculum
The implementation of 2013

curriculum has influenced the changes of
learning process activity. Furtheg the

learning process in 2013 curriculum
emphasizes to the students' personal

experience. Thus, teachers need to
understand the teaching approach and model

suggested in the 2013 curriculum. The

teaching approach and model are presented

in the following section.

ScientificApproach

Science class is a group of students

who learn together about science and they

have the same level of academic

development (Donovan 8. Bransford,

2005). In the science class, students can

construct their own personal
conceptualizations about science in small

group with the whole class. Teachers are

guiding students to discoveries, not

discovering for them. It is more important to

give the kinds of questions that will allow

students to find the answers and by their

own. The method creates a style of natural

learning. Good teaching science is about
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how to get your students to learn

successfully on their own.

Proj ect-Basedlearning

According to Kementerian

P endidilrnn dan Kebud ay aan ptoject-based

learning is a teaching method in which

students gain knowledge and skills by

working for an extended period of time to

investigate and respond to a complex

question, problem, or challenge. Besides,

this method must be based on the real

activity. This method is designed to be used

in a complex problem so students have to

investigate the problem given by teacher.

ProblemBasedLearning

According to Hlnelo-Silver ,

"problem-based learning (PBL) is an

instnrctional method inwhich students leam

through facilitatedproblem solving". In line

with the statement, problem based leaming

as stated on Kementerian Pendidikan dan

Kebudayaan is a teaching method that

serves contexhral problem to stimulate

sfirdents'leanring.

DiscoveryLearning

Based on Kementerianr Pendidilmn

dan Kebudayaan discovery leaming is

learning process that occurs when students

are not presented with a lesson in its final

form, but students are expected to otgarnizc

themselves. Discovery leanring emphasizes

on the discovery of concepts or principles

that were previously unknown.

Role ofTeacher and Students

The role of teachers are not onlY

detivering the information but also being

creative in providing services and ease of

learning. Curriculum 2013 aims to change

the educational pattem of orientation results

and education atnaterials to the process

through a scientific approach. As previously

explained thatthe mainrole ofthe teacher in

2013 Curriculum is no longer as the primary

source of learring for students. Based on

GovernmentbillNo. 2Oyear 2003 section I

letter I stated that education is a conscious

and deliberate effort to create learning

atmosphere so students can be actively

developing abilities.

Textbook in Junior High Sctool Level

Textbook is not just for reading, but

also used to implement the leaming process.

The content is designed and equipped with

examples of activities in order to reach the

contexfiml leaming which is relevant to life

experiences.

ResearehMethod

Descriptive design is applied in this

study. The object of &is research is English

textbook used by the first-grade studsrts of
junior high school level published by

Minis$ of Education in 20t3.fherefore,

in this researchthe data arein forn oftext

or words showing the features of

textbook- In conducting this research, the

data were generated from textbook used in

2013 curriculum. Therefore, the researcher

I
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45lN docments analysis to generate

ffimim noeded in this research.

tttp
Tbe research findings concerned

mtffiefeaanes ofthe textbook based on the
fummureal given. The findings were
tMedbelow. 

5.il, TfcOrganization

Besed on the document analysis,
lusearcher found that the materials were
fiinneed based on the themes in the
ucrbook.

!" Aims and Teaching Activity
f,clevancy

The main aims of teaching and learning
at-tivity is to make sfudents understand
md use English in communicative
Frrposes. There would be specific
objectives based on the provided topic
given in each chapter. Chapter I, for
instance, is aimed to make students
understand and perform greetings when
theymetpeople.

3" InterestingDesign

From the analysis, researcherfound that
there are manypictures to help sfudents
to understand the material. The visual
aids were designed afiractively.
Besides, all ofthepictures were made in
color.

4. HavingLanguangeContents

From the analysis, researcher found
grammar and vocabulary as parts of the
language contents in the textbook. The
grammars involved were simple

present. tense, present continuous and
simple past tense. Another,finding is
vocabularies. The vocabularies are in
the form of pictures with name in
English. There were no translated
versions of Bahasa Indonesia on
textbook.

Havingtr'ourSkills

From the analysis, it was found that
there are only three skills included in
textbook. There wr

and wriring r.;;tilT':r: T]:T:
aspect of listening skill included in
textbooks' materials. So, teacLer. still
needs additional material to fulfill the
listening skill activity.
I{avingMethodology

In this part, researcher found that the
materials ofthe textbook were effective
in term of communicative pu{poses,
Ianguage familiaization and having
cross-culfural awareness.

'Conclusions

The result of the research showed
that the strucfure of the textbook was
comprised of some features. First, those are
the organization of textbook which is
organized in well manner. Second, the
materials of the textbook are relevant with
the aims ofteaching and learning activity for
students. Further, the result of analyzing the
four skills: speaking, reading, reading, and
listening, researcher could not find any
listening skills. There were only speaking,
reading and writing. Therefore, teacher must

6.

t
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give additional listening material from other

sources. In addition, the visual aids were

designed athactively and in color to show its

interesting design.

Another result was textbook also

included the social value seen from the

providing varieties of origin in introducing

others. Moreover, the vocabularies are

served using pictures without the translation

in Bahasa Indonesia which makes students

have a deep analysis to the material.

However, researcher also found that there

were inappropriate words for students which

are using Bahasa Indonesia. The words

should be written in English because it
shows the main material and it is not in
vocabulary section. The words were found

in Chapter II of the textbook. Therefore, the

English book used in 2013 curriculum at

junior high school level is still eligible to use

in teaching and learning processes to meet

the objectives of 20 I 3 curriculum.
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TIIE USE OF MII\D.MAPPING TO IMPROVE STT]DENT'S READING
COMPREIIT',NSIONAT SMAN 1 GRATI PAST}RUAN

Saraswati Disma Ayudyah'
Puji Sumarsono'

bze.Indonesian government considers English as one ofthe foreign languages to be taught
Lrchool from the elementary level up to the university level. While the teaching and leaming
aivities should be oriented toward the mastery of four language skills: listening, speaking,
ding and writing, comprehending a text is considered as one of difficulties in reading.
Ihefore, theteacher shouldusethe appropriatetechnique inteachingreadingto overcomethis
gdem.

The purpose of the research is to know whether mind-mapping technique improves,
Scnts'reading comprehension of the second year at SMAN I Grati, Pasuruan, Pasuruan or
r- The research design was quasi experimental. The population of this study was science

lpfifam of second year students at SMAN I Grati, Pasuruan, and the sample of this study was
tfidents ofXI-IPA 3 and XI-IA4 class. XI-[A4 class has the role as experimental class which
m ftated using mind-mapping technique and XI-IA 3 as a control group which was treated
rlg conventional teaching technique. The instrument used was an independent sample test
rputing the analysis ofthe researcher towards the data.

Based on the result of data analysis, it was found that mind-mapping technique is
ctttive to improve students'reading comprehension of the second year at SMAN I Gati,
kum. There is significant different between means scores ofboth Chss. In a fact, the mean
,Tre ofthe post-test of experimental class is higher than the mean score of post-test of control
fu. The result ofthis study implies that English teachers should consider using mind-mapping
hreching reading, because mind mapping can help students to understand eich p*agriptr o1
Elmoreclearly.

hnwds : mind-mapping, technique, reading, reading comprehension

oftheEnglishDepartment,FacultyofTeacherTrainingand
hilqlhe University of Muhammadiyah Malang.
T|Htnarsonq M.Pd., is a lecturer at English Department, Faculty of TeacherTraining and Education,
th[Xirersity of Muhammadiyah Malang.
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Introduction

According to Algeo (2010),

language is a conventional system ofvocal

sign which has a meaning and as tools to

comrnunicate with others. One of the

languages which is used in communication

is English and tumed it into one of the most

dominant languages around the world as

most people use English in daily life.

As one of the communicative

elements of English language, reading is

learned by the students on how to
cornprehend the text, find the new words and

practice it in speaking or writing. Reading is

also an interactive process that connects the

reader and the text, resulting in
comprehension. The text presents letters,

words, sentences, and paragraphs, encoding

meanings that the reader uses knowledge,

skills, and strategies to determine what the

meaning is. Understanding the meaning

enables the students in applying the

knowledge of the information.

In orderto well comprehendthe text,

Buzan as an expert on brain development,

creativity and revolution education from

Eagland, creates a technique called "mind-

mapping" (as cited in Windura,2013)- In

mind-mapping, students can describe their

ideas by gMng a text, picture or diagram in

order to get more comprehension about the

information that is beneficial to understand

thebxt.

According to Swadarma (2013),

rnind-mapping works bY mixing and

develop'ing the potential of brain

hemisphere's work in learning to make it

easier to set and remember all of the

information f,orm. Based on the statement,

the researcher is interested in studying the

effectiveness of mind-maPPing in

improving student's reading comprehension

at SMAN I Grati, Pasuruan. The school is

chosen as the object ofthe studybecause the

students in this school are considered to

have low achievement in English skills,

especially in comprehending tLe reading

text. Based on the result of the studenfs

score, from sfudents in science program,

only 24o/oof all the students are able to reach

the KKM (Minimum Students Score), in

which the standard of KKM score is 75

points. Based on the explanation of the

study, this research is trying to analyze to

what extent that mind-mapping as a teaching

technique can improve the student's reading

comprehension at SMAN I Grati, Pasuruan.

Principle of Language Teaching

Cognitive Principles

Cognitive is related to mental and

intellectual firnction on the learning process

when an individual gets information and

analyses the information. The principles are

defined in four categories of how they are

acquired such as: (a) Automaticity, a

principle of cognitive in which the students

usually acquire the language from the

environment and a result of interacting

elements between the external and internal

cause of language acquisition. (b)

Meaningful learning, defined as a learning



ftin that can be meaningful when the

hGrs have meaningful learning device,

-l! a tendency to associate new learning

rdrilieswith what they already know, and

ft tcuning activities have significant

nditity for the learner, which can be

&d to the learner's knowledge structure.

iffi hinsic motivation, as an internal

liration of an individual to gain

ffi&ral's needs, wants or purposes in
q;tritive ability. (d) Strategic investment,

rremeftod used by students in their efforts

h-"lerstand and show how language is as

hrhnt as the methods used by the

J ' rs in teaching the language itself.

AhctivePrinciples

Affection refers to emotion or feeling

H ae influenced by several factors of
pmatity, feelings about themselves and

fu other people associated with the

- o The affective principles can be

trnd in four area according to each traits.
'!h first area is language ego, according to

ffoprinciple, when the students learn to use

I moond tranguage, they also developed a

rmd identity in their ways of thinking,

Hing, and acting associated with the

md language that they learned. Then

Emd axea is self-confidence, this principle

b vrery important for the self-developed

ftuage learners since the students'

dievements may depend on the principle

d self-confidence to comprehend the

hams. The third area is risk-taking where

Srprinciple is useful to encourage students
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to not be afraid to use the target language.

The last area is language-culture connection

with the function of this principle focuses on

the complex relationship between language

andculture.

Linguistic Principles

As the last category of principle

language teaching centers on language and

how the students deal with these complex

linguistic system, the linguistics principles

is focused on three main area. The first area

to be focused in this principles is (a) Mother-

tongue influence discussing the importance

of mothertongue in efforts to learn a second

language since the mother tongue gives

strong influence in the acquisition of the

new language. (b) Inter-language, a

principle of language learning emphasizes

the influence of language forms to the other

language. And the last is (c) communicative

competence focused on giving a

communicative competence as the goal of a

language classroom.

Concept of Reading Comprehension and

Mind-Mapping

Reading is an activity with purposes,

such as; comprehending the text in order to

gain information from the text, for
enjoyment, or to enhance knowledge of the

language being read. In short, reading is a

conversation between a writer and reader.

Moreover, the reading text presents letters,

words, sentences, and paragraphs

generating meaning and engaging the reader
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to use their knowledge, skill, ability, and

strategy to comprehend the meaning. As

comprehension is the goal of reading, the

ability to read, understand and remember the

information of the text. In order to
comprehend the text, the readers should

have a background knowledge which is

related with the text. According to Brassel

and Rasinski (2008), comprehension is the

goal of reading. Effective comprehension

makes students beyond literal
comprehension to make deep inferences

about texts, to think critically about what

they read by using certain methods.

Mind-mapping is created by Tony

Buzan from England as a memory expert in

1970's as one of the aforementioned certain

methods in comprehending a reading

passage. This technique is used to take note

effectively, efficiently, creatively, and

interestingly by categoizing the ideas based

on individual's way of thinking. Swadarma

(2013) stated that mind-mapping is a

technique which provides a key to maximize

the brain works by using picture, line,

number, symbol, colour and words.

Accordingly, the students are able to make

mind-rnapping based on their own

comprehension of the ideas. In other words,

the procedures of teaching reading using a

mind-mapping are started with the

organization of groups as the teacher gives a

text related to the material, the teacher then

asks the students to read and to flrnd difficult

words, each group makes notes about the

keywords of the text and the important

information, each group is asked to make a

mind-mapping of the text.

ResearchMethod

In this research, the researcher used

an experimental research design. The

population was the students of second-grade

of Science Program in SMAN I Grati,

Pasuruan. There were four classes labeled

Class XI-IA 1 , XI-IA2, XI-IA 3 and XI-IA4.
Class XI-IA 1 consists of 36 students, Class

XI-IA2 consists of 33 students, Class XI-IA
3 consists of 35 students, and Class XI-IA4
consists of 36 students. In this study, the

researcher used purposive sampling based

on the certain purpose to support the

research. In practice, Class XI-IA4 was

chosen as the experimental group while

Class XI-IA3 was chosen as the control

group. Both classes were chosen as the

sample since they are being taughtby the

same English teacher to be correlated

together. The procedures of collecting the

data can be defined as follows: first, the

researcher is giving a pre-test as the first set

of the data to find out the first score to be

further analyzed. Secondly, the

experimental group is given the featment in

a certainperiod of time as well as the control

group with its ordinary teaching method as a

part oftheanalysis. The last is giving apost-

test to all ofthe group as the last set ofdata to

be analyzed together with the first set of
data.

The next step of the analysis is the

researcher used t-test for independent



tllnlrls since there were two groups to
ffilfnt€, that was experimental and control

gmp" in which there was a different method

,,d hd group (experimental group using

ffi mapping and control group without

rig Eind mapping). The mean score of
gmGst and post-test of both groups were

,o*nlmed to know whether there was

rynificat difference onthe achievement in

uulding comprehension between
qtrimental group and control group

ffit md after they got any treatment. The

rrrfug1 uses SPSS 2l versions of
tfodows to ease the calculation ofthe data.

mgs
It was found that the mean score of

pn es ofthe experimental group w as 52 .l 6

Ndm out of 100 points while the control

[Mp wils 46.85 out of 100 points, the result

ms that the mean score of experimental

[Mp is higher than the control group.

Mermore, it was also found that among,

36 snrdents in experimental class, 32

mtents or 88.89% students is below the

ufuimum students'score which are 75, with

df ,tshrdents or ll.llYoofall students got

&c score above the minimum sfudents'

mre- In the other set of data, among 35

maens in the control Broup, 3l students or

ilf,.J'Flo students got scores below minimum
entsf score, with 4 students or ll.43Yo of

d[ sndents got scores above minimum

dentsrscore.

For the next analysis, it was found

fu tt€ mean score of post-test of the
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experimental group was 74.38 from 100

points andthe control group was 59.31 from

100 points. This data means that the mean

score of the experimental group is higher

than the control group. Furthermore, it was

found that among 36 students of
experimental group, 12 students or 33.33%o

students got below score of minimum

students' score which is 75 and24 students

w 66.67%oofa11students got score above the

minimum students' score. Meanwhile,

among 35 students of the control group,29

students or 82.86%o of all students got the

score below the average minimum students'

score with 6 students or 17.14%o got score

above the average of minimum students'

score.

The table showed that the means of
pre-test ofthe experimental group was52.16

and the control group was 46.85 with std.

deviation of the experimental group was

16.07 and the control group was 17.15, the

std. error mean of the experimental group

was 2.67 and the control group was

2.90.Meanwhile, the mean score ofpost-test

ofthe experimental group was 74.38 and the

control group was 59.31 with std. deviation

ofthe experimental group was 13.74 and the

control group was 16.68, the std. error mean

of the experimental group was 2.29 and the

control groupwas 2.82.

Discussion

Based on the finding in the previous

analysis, it was found that mind mapping is

improving students' reading
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comprehension. This is proven by the

average scores of pre-test and post-test of
the experimental group and the control

group which has significant differences. The

mean score of pre-test of the experimental

group was 52.16 and the control group was

46.85. Meanwhile, the score of post-test of
the experimental group was 74.38 and the

control group was 59.31. Furthermore, the

sfudents who got above average score of
post-test in the experimental group was 24

students or 66.670/o from 36 students in the

class. Meanwhile, the students who got

above a.veruge score of post-test in the

control group were 6 students or l7.l4o/o

from 35 students in the class. This means

that rnind mapping is effective to improve

students' comprehension in reading

especially hortatory text.

Conclusion

To sumup, the hypothesis statedthat

the students who are taught by using the

mind mapping technique have better

comprehending achievement than those

who are taught by using the traditional

technique at SMAN I Grati, Pasuruan. This

means that the implementation of mind

mapping technique significantly increasing

the students' reading comprehension.
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.f STTDY ON TI{E IMPLEMENTATION OF PEER.EDITING TECHNIQUE IN
ENGLISH WRITING SKIL

Retno Dwi Susanti'
Bayu Hendro Wicaksono'

'ftia- Writing is a process of exploring ideas to share the writers' ideas with the readers
frnuqe nritten language. One of the difficulties faced by students when they write is no one
afl!'"u'nng the students' writing. Based on the consideration above, the researchei argues that peerffig might become a teaching technique which can be applied to solve this problem. So, ttris
I snd,v is intended to know the way the lecturer implements the peer editing technique, to
d'!'ilru4 fu problems faced by the students when the peer editing technique is impiemented, and
[nqxilry'stand the way how the students solve theirproblems when the pier editing technique is
1-Npruneated at English Department, university of Muhammadiyah Malang.

Fw that pu{poses, descriptive research was adopted because the researcher assessed themme of existing conditions. The instruments used were observation field notes and
qirrrrnnrmneire checklist.

The result showed that the way the lecturer implements the peer-editing technique in
ry*E class in proper way which was in line with the explanation from Yang e1. at IZOOO;. tt
rrff{ffiur€d pre peer editing stage, while peer editing stage, and post peer editing stage. Dealing
rttffi ffie snrdents'problems when the peer editing technique was implementedln *ritirrg class,
lh msearcher concluded the students have difficulties in: understanding the meaning oipeer's
m@g: revising the peer's writing related with grammar, revising the peer's writing related with
aom'{ucrence (ideas in every sentence), and understanding what they should revise in the peer's
m,@mg related with organizationof writing (introduction, body, and conclusion). Dealing with
'fu ww the students solved their problems when the peer-editing technique was implemented in
mmg class, the researcher summarized that all of the sfudents have the same opinions that
mffiuu &ey feel hard to understand about the,peers'writing, they will ask to the writer what he orfu means in his or her writing. Also, they will ask to the lecturer when they have different
@ms with the writers and the correctors.

frtrords: Writing, Peer-E diting, Techniqae.
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Introduction

Writing is a process of exploring ideas

to share with the readers through written

language.Leki believed that writing is
communicating. Good writing helps readers

understand your ideas as clearly as possible.

The readers, accordingly, cannot understand

what the author's mean if the writer cannot

provide clear idea in writing.

Based on the researcher's experience,

one of the diffrculties in writing is no one

checking the writing products in detail. It
makes the learners can not identiff what

mistakes they have done. Masyhud , in his

research entitled The Problems Faced by

Students in Writing Essay Both Individual

Work and in Group Work found that

proofread is one of the difficulties faced by

students when they write. In applying peer-

editing, the learners have a chance to ask

their friends to check their writing products.

Considering that writing is a process

not product; and peer-editing is a,teaching

technique which may improve students'

writing achievement, the researcher tries to

explore the peer-editing technique

implemented at English Department,

University of Muhammadiyah Malang. The

aim of this study is to examine some

problems when the peer-editing technique

was implemented in writing class.

Moreover, the researcher observes the way

the lecturer implements the peer-editing

techniques, the problems faced by the

students, and how they solve their problems

when implementing the peer-editing

technique.

The implementation of peer-editing

is proven successfully in the process of
writing. Fahriyana (2003),in her
investigation entitled Peer-Editing in the

Process of Learning Writing Done by the

Fourth-Semester Students at the English

Department of Muhammadiyah University

found that the students responded positively

toward the peer-editing in their writing

class. Those students paid attention and did

the works given well. They also participated

actively when it was time to do the peer-

editing.

Writing
Writing is the use of language for

expression and communication. The writer

should think the people who will read their

writing. Among the four language skills

(reading, listening, speaking, and writing),

writing is considered as the most difficult

one to master. It is because someone has to

master other skills including graflrmar,

strucfure, and vocabulary in order to write

something. Oshima and Hogue mention that

writing is a process, not a product. The most

importantthing inwriting is theprocess how

a writer produces the writing, not the final

product ofthe writing.

The writing process is a reflection of
our natural thinking process. That is why;

using the writing process will enable

students to express ideas in their own

language.Oshima and Hogue identified

four main stages in the writing process:
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creating (prewriting), planning (outlining),

uniting the rough draft, and polishing.

In learning writing, the writers need

a high concentration, spirit, and much time

because writing is a complex process.

Grammar, spelling, and punctuation are

important things which must be concerned

whileleamingwriting.

The Process of Editing in Writing
Inhis article, Shoebottom explained

about the process of editing in writing. It
includes checking grammar, spelling,

pnnctuation and capitalization. Each step is

elaboratedas follows:

l. CheckingGrammar

English grammar covers a huge area,

and writers cannot check for everything

separately. The best idea is to

concentrate first on verbs (tenses and

forms). Once the writers have checked

the verbs, they should check carefully

those aspects of grammar that they

personally have most difficulty with.

2- CheckingSpelling

When the writers read through their

writing, they may stop at words that do

not look right. If the writers are writing

on a computer, they should run the spell

check. This will help the writers to

correct most oftheir mistakes.

3. CheckingPunctuation

When the writers are revising their

writing, they should checkto make sure

they have not written any nrn-on

se,ntences or sentence fragments. In

correcting these problems, the writers

usually need to change the punctuation.

When editing, the writers check other

aspects aswell.

4. Checking Capitallzation

Check that the writers' sentences all start

with a capital letter. The writers also

need capital letters for all proper nouns

such as names of people, countries,

cities, rivers, etc.

The Peer-Editing Technique in The

Process of Learning Writing
Peer-editing is similar to the more

general tenrrs such as peer review, peer

response, peer feedback, peer evaluation,

andpeer assessmenL Hansen and Liu, states

that peer-editing refers to the use of learners

as sources of information in commenting

and critiquing each other's drafts in both

written and oral formats in the process of
miting.

It is in line with Charoenchangwho

mentions that peer-edtting is usually defined

differently by various theorists, but

normally it is based on helping or

encouraging learners to share a role as

evaluators of each other's errors in wriuen

work. The researcher takes a conclusion that

peer-editing gives them an opportunity to

learn from each other by critiquing others'

work through the writing contents and ideas

in writing activities. It includes correcting

writing mechanics and grammar use of the

students'writing.
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Steps ofPeerEditing

Yang et. al identified three steps of
peer editing, namely pre-peer editing stage,

while-editing stage, and post-peer-editing

stage. Each step is identifiedas follows:

1. Pre-PeerEditingStage

This includes clariffing objectives and

creating awareness about peer-editing.

Teachersshould pay attention in doing

some activities involving explaining,

givrng examples, demonstrating, and

especially modeling on how to do peer-

editing. In doing this stage, the students

know the roles as editors and writers

frorn practicing and discussing them

with each other.The students should be

guided on steps of peer-editing. This

comes from clear, simple, and step-by-

step instructions from the teachers on

what and how to do peer editing,

involved skills about how to work in

groups orpalrs.

2.''SlhilePeerEditingStage

Ti:acher and shrdents'roles in this stage

axevery important. For a teacher, he or

*re should adjust the role as a supporter

and language resource while
monitoring group work. For students,

they should participate groups such as

asking, explaining, exchanging ideas,

andconsulting to fulfrll the task.

3. Post-PeerEditingStage

Some problematical points may not be

sotved during the peer editing stage.

There mightbe the casethatthe editors

have some questions about the meaning

of some words or sentences, ask for

clarification and explanation. Because

of that, post peer editing stage is

needed. After peer editing, a

conference between students and

teacher shouldhelp improve the quality

of students' feedback, which will make

peer editing more useful to all students.

(Adopted from Yang et. al, 2006.

p.179).

Benelits of Peer Editing

Charoenchang inher article "Benefits

and Some PracticalAspects of Peer-Editing

in Teaching Writing" describes some

benefits ofpeer editing, those are:

1. Independent Writing: Strategy

Training

For academic writing, students rnainly

gain practice on language points

including grammar, structure related to

the type ofwriting and organizing ideas

for paragraph and essay writing.

Limited time causes less time for

training students to be used to writing

as a process. Repeated practice will
make peer editing familiar to them.

This awareness to improve one's own

writing will be like training learning

strakgies, making them more self-

directed in their own writing.

2. Cooperative and Coltaborative
Learning

Cooperative learning is a particular sEt

of classroom techniques that foster
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learners' interdependence as a route to

cognitive and social development.

Characteristics of cooperative leaming

are positive interdependence,
accountability, group formation and

cognitive and social development. This

concept should be applied with the

teaching of writing in such a way that

leamers work in a team to fulfiII a goal

of correcting erors in writing for each

other. Peer editing also brings
classroom interaction as leamers ask,

explain and give comment to each

other. It enhances their learning

because both writers and editors focus

on meaning as well as form of
language.

Learning To Write Through Mutual
Scaffolding

The benefit gained from peer editing is

that learners adjust themselves to

others in the same group/pair. They

practice communicative skills like

asking for clarification and explaining

problematic points to each other. These

also result in knowing more about

peers' knowledge and interest. Besides,

consulting each other to complete the

task of editing peers'written work leads

to a sense of being united together, thus

creating more relationship. This will
create a less threatening classroom

atuosphere as their errors will be

heated as committed by a team, not in
individual. (Adopted from
Charo ench ang, 20 12. p.2).

From the explanation above, peer

editing can help or encourage the students

to share a role as evaluators of each other's

errors in written work. It is important

because learners can cooperafively work

and support each otherthroughthis activity.

More interactions and personal relationship

will be derived through negotiation of
forms. Also, the fact that poor learners are

supported in learning by good learners

leads to learning as well as strengthening

one's knowledge about language.

Research lVlethod

The researcher applied the
descriptive research design because it
assessed the nature of existing conditions.

The current phenomenon that the researcher

intended to explain wasthe way the lecturer

implements the peer-editing technique, the

problems faced by the students when the

peer editing technique is implemented, and

the way how the students solve their
problems when the peer-editing techniqueis

implemented at English Department,

University of Muhammadiyah Malang.

There were eleven (11) writing
classes, namely ClassA, B, C, D, E, R G, H,

I, J, K, and L. The total number of the target

population was approximately 285 students.

Furthermore, the sample in this present

study was taken using purposive sampling

procedure. The sample in this present study

corisisted of 24 students from H class.

In this present study, non-participant

observation was used because the researcher
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did not actively participate in the situation'

She just sat in the back of the class when the

students were learning, and she just took

notes the activities being done by the

lecturer and students during teaching

learning activities. The purpose of non-

participant observation was to know the way

the lecturer implemented the peer editing

technique in writing class. It was done

because the lecturer had alreadY

implemented peer editing technique in

writing class, so that the researcher only

took notes of all activities during teaching

learning activities. In this present study, the

researcher also used a checklist'

The questionnaire checklist contained

of the questions and alternative answers for

the respondents. The questionnaire checklist

was written in Indonesian language to avoid

respondents' misunderstanding. It was

distributed to the sixth-semester students of

H class who had learned peer-editing in

writingclass.

ResemchFindfugs

To obtain the data related to the way

the lecturer implementod the peer-editing

tec*rnique in the writing class, the researcher

conducted an observation. The result of

observation field notes can be clarified in the

following de scriPtion.

1) The lecturerexplainedthe materialto

the stndents.

Before applying the peer-editing '

technique, the lecturer explained the

material about an article. The students

had towrite an article about teaching

English skills (reading, writing,

speaking, and listening). In this case, the

lecfurer encouraged students to make a

list of all the topics. This might help

students decide which toPic wa

appropriate, ffid also generated more

information.

The lecturer explained that peer-editing

was an activrty that the students had to

correct the peers' writing including

grammar, content, Punctuation,
capitalization, etc. The lecturer gave

encouragement that Peer-editing

techniquewas not just a course

requirement, but it was an essential part

of the writing process that all successful

writershadtodo.

Moreover, the lectureralso rerninded the

students that the process of producing

academic and professional writing

generally involved three steps : drafting,

revising, and editing. The peer-editing

technique sfton became the most

helpful technique to students. The

purpose of the Peer-editing
techniquewas to helP the writers

determine which parts of the paper were

effective, and which were ,tmclear,

incomplete, or uncollvinc'ing.

2, Lechrrerexplained to the strrdents the

roles they had to $aY Mh as editors

andw,riters.

In this stage, the students becorne

editors and writers. A1l the students had
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the opportunity to work with their peers

through the writing products. As the

editors, their job was to comment and

revised the writers' writing product

including grammar, content,
qitahzation, punctuation, etc. As the

writers, they had to pay more attention

to their mistakes which had been revised

by the editors. The writers had to revised

freir writing based on the editors'

comments.

The lecturer asked the students to

cloose their peer and exchanged their
p.IDCrs.

In doing peer-editing, two students

work together on their papers. The peer

*?as a friend from the writers who sat

beside them. After settling down the

peers,the lecturer asked the sfudents to

erchange their papers. Then, they had to

mork as the editors. They had to revised

dl fte mistakes done by the writers by

uaenining and revising it words by

rords. This activity gave the

*ritersclear understanding about their

uistakes.

Ilc lecturer asked the students to put
rLrir ey1 name on the papers they

dbd.
Thc prrpose of this stepwas to give the

mdents the sense of appreciation and

ryport their self-esteem. It enhanced

fuir confidence and made them have a

rcpmsibility with the task they were

assigned. Furthermore, it enabled

students to discuss any arguments that

theymaydisagreewith.

The lecturer asks the students to get

theirpapersbaclc

In this stage, the correctors had to give

the writers' papers back which makes

the writers understand their mistakes.

The lecturer reminded the students to

negotiate their mistakes with the

corrector.

The purpose ofthis activity was because

it was not guaranteed that all the peer's

suggestions are correct. In some cases,

the writer was correct and the editor

made a mistake. Therefore, the writers

had to discuss their viewpoints with the

editor.

The lecturer made a conference

between students and him.

After peer editing, the lecturer madea

conference between sfudents and him to

improve the quality of students'

feedback. The lecturer explained about

the students' mistakes in writing, and

what they had to do to improve it. It was

more beneficial for the students if the

lecturer comment were not given on thi
same draft with the peers' comments.

The students might pay more attention

to the lecturer's comment if he worked

in the same draft with the peers'

comments.

s)

o

rt

7)

T
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Stadentsr problems when the peer editing

tech{qre was implemented in writing
class.

To know the students'problem in

peer-editing technique, the researcher used

questionnaire checklist. It can be inferred

that all of the students understood how to

write well, including its steps. A11

participants in this present study said that

they always read the peers' writing more

than once when they did peer editing.

On the other hand, 14 (58, 33%) out

of 24 students had problems in
understanding the writing. Then, 10 students

(41, 66%) answered "Disagree" and 8

students {33,33%) answered "strongly

Disagree" that they understood about what

they had to revised in the peer's writing

related with grammar (misspelled words,

subject-verb agreement, punctuation,

transition, and conjunction). It means that I 8

students (75%) out of 24 students had

difficulty in revising the peers' writing

related with grammar. Next, 12 students

(50%) answered "Disagree" and 4 sfudents

(15.660/0) answered "strongly Disagree"

that they understood that they had to revised

related with coherence (ideas in every

sentence). It means that 16 students

(66.66%) stated that they had a problem in

revisrng the peer's writing related with

coherence (ideas in every sentence). The

last, 5 students (20.83%) out of 24

understood what they had to revised in the

peer's writing related with organization of
writing (introduction, body, and

conclusion).

The Way the Students Solved Their
Problems when the Peer Editing
Ilechnique Was Implemented in Writing
Class.

Based on the result of the

questionnaire, it can be summarizedthat all

of the students had the same opinions that

when they did not understand about the

peers'writing, they asked the writer what he

or she meant in his or her writing. Also, they

would ask their lecturer if they had different

opinion with the correctors.

Based on the research finding, it can

be stated that the implementation of peer

editingtechnique inwriting class was in line

with the explanation fromYang et. al(2006).

The lecturer did some steps including pre-

peer editing stage (the lechrer explains the

material, the concept ofpeer-editing, and the

students'role); while peer editing stage (the

lecturer asks the students to choose their

peeq exchange their papers, and to put the

editor's name), and post-editing stage (the

lecturer asks the students to get their papers

back, to negotiate their mistakes with the

editor, and consult with the teacher). In

conclusion, if peer-editing technique

properly implemented, it can generate a rich

source of information for content and

rhetorical issues, and give the students a

sense of group cohesion.
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Each question in the questionnaire

*rn*ti*t represented someone's opinions,

ftg, situations, feelings, and certain

Fctrion. The researcher conducted the

l+rtieilmlls checklist based on the

Flf,cms from the researcher's and some of
htiends' experience when the peer editing
H=lque was implemented in daily class

uirities. Based on the checklist, 14

Sf,,337o) out of24 students have problem in

*$anding the meaning ofpeer's writing,

[lodents (75%) out of 24 students have

etty,in revising related with grammar,

lfflents (66,66%) have a problem related

ffi ooherence (ideas in every sentence),

d 5 shrdents (20,83%) outt of 24 students

haproblem in understanding what they

ffd rerrise in the peer's writing related

ffi organization of writing (introduction,

Ltdconclusion).
About the way the students solved

Ftcms in peer editing technique, the

Errh€r summarized that all of the

-.rds (100%) stated that when they did

ilrderstand about the peers' writing, they

Hckthe writer what he or she means in

h c her writing. Furthermore, l}AYo

errs said that they would ask lecturer

fr 6e writers and the correctors.have

ftamopinions.
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EXPOSING LITERATURE INTO LANGUAGE TEACHINGAI\D LEARNING

Erly Wahyuni'

-il[r*zc't Teachers often regard literature as inappropriate to the language classroom. Teaching
liErature in foreign language classroom becomes essential if teachers ure concerned with the
rPningful foreign language leaming activities experienced by the students. It is not suffrcient
banly emphasize on acquiring mastery of structure and form but also involves acquiring the
*ility to interpret literary discourse in all its social and cultural contexts. Accordingly, this
My focuses on literature exposure in English language teaching and learning. This study
ilfoich is a descriptive qualitative study was endorsed the data from two sources: namely is the
En8'lish lecturer and the students of the English Department of UMM. The instruments used
tuehded interview and questionnaire.

- The result of the analysis indicates literature exposure has an essential role in English
hguge learning because it is beneficial to the learners' linguistic development, create
{mortunities for personal expression as well as reinforce students' knowledge of lexical and

Fnmatisal structure. Moreover, it becomes important for English teacher to consider cultural
ryxexts into their English language teaching. Students should be given the opportunity in the
dcction of materials and classroom activities that can expose and enhance students' literary
howledge and understanding.

$lrolds: literature exposure, EFL learning, Language Tbaching

' Dra Erly Wahyuni, M.Si., is a lecturer at English Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and
ffi,ption, The U n iversity of M u ha m mad iya h Ma la ng.
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Introduction

It is true that little in the formal

process of teacher's training and education

for foreign language teachers is designed to

increase the knowledge of social and

cultural context of communication'

Linguistics and literary issues are the

dominant focus in this process' The teachers

to-be are also trained in methods and

techniques of classroom management and

content presentation of four basic language

skills while at the same time they lack the

right exposure and training of the role of

culture in communication.

Language and literature is the

product of culture. People use language to

interact with other people and they write and

read literature to enjoy it, because literary

work depicts social reality. For a teacher

who will employ literature in herftris English

classroom, (s)he needs,linguistic

competence and literary competence as

well.Lazar (2002) states that the latter may

be relevant to language teachers wishing to

use literature in their lessons. It is therefore

argued that literature and language are two

entities which intertwine each other'

Teachers often regard literature as

inappropriate to language classroom' The

reason lies in the common beliefs

conceming literature and literary language'

Firstly, the creative use of language in poetry

and prose often deviates from the

conventions and rules which govern

standard, non-literary discourse, as in the

case of poetry where grammar and lexis may

be manipulated to serve orthographic or

phonological features of the language'

Secondly, the reader requires greater effort

to interpret literary texts since meaning is

detached from the reader's immediate social

context. Therefore, teaching literature in

foreign language classroom becomes

essential if teachers are concerned with the

meaningful foreign language learning

experienced bY the students.

Literary subjects are necessary

given to the EFL students due to the fact that

studying literature is good for one's general

personal development, making one a well-

rounded person. There is no doubt that the

study of literature encourages imagination

and creativity (Whiteson, 1996: vii).

As ChomskY (in Whiteson, 1996:

vii) has said on various occasion and gave

advice to English language teachers, that

they should equip learners with the best

examples of language available, that is,

literature. By integrating the arts,

specifically literature, into their teaching,

teachers give their students excellent

opportunities to express themselves in the

target culture. Likewise Marcuse, the

philosopher (in Kushner, 1994), says, "Art

cannot change the world, ,but it can

contribute to changing the consciousness

and drives of the men and women who could

change the world". It is time to treat our

students as the kind of people who can

changetheworld.

The writer is interested in discussing

literature exposure in English language
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Erching because of some reasons. In the

fu place, the writer has so far taught

LEuage and literature in the English

Dqlument at the Faculty of Teacher

tiring and Education. Despite Education

lrogram such literary courses as

Mrction to Literqture, Prose, Poetry

dDramawere given to the students due to

{b &ct that literary texts give many benefits

r nryported by Lazar (2002). Owing to
tmc advantages the teaching of English

hogh a wide variety of literary genres has

[aemployed in the English Department at

& Faculty of Teacher Training and

f,rducation in the University of
DEr*mmadiyahMalang.

Second, based on the writer's
qfcriernce when she taught Literature and

n{ftGrature courses, the students were

qr enthusiastic to join the class. The

dvities involving literary texts in English

lhnage teaching not only can reinforce
frilentsr knowledge of lexical and

Smrnatical structure, but also create

qnrhmities for personal expression. In

eion, various interesting activities can

h dF$igned to meet students' needs in the

ffi. classroom and to attract sfudents'

hcstandmotivation

. Reading literature then becomes an

Lprtant way of supplementing the

brilably restricted input of the classroom,

rd within the classroom itself the use of
er.ry texts is often a particularly

rcsful way to promoting such activities

,r discussion and group work where

students need to share their feelings and

opinions as stated by Lazar (cited in Gunes,

2009) in Literature and Language Teaching

(2002).This isbecause literature is veryrich

in multiple levels ofmeaning. Focusing on a

task, which demands that students express

their own personal responses to these

multiple levels ofmeaning, can only serve to

accelerate the students' acquisition of
language." Gunes (2009) therefore argues

that integrating literature into language

teaching may enrich and expand immensely

the level of vocabulary as well as its
practical uses. Students will see various

examples and styles of writing while they

are reading. Thus, the use of literature in

language teaching will enable students not

only to employ words, different structures

and styles in various ways but also to expand

their understanding of different meanings of
the same words. While reading a literary

text, students may internalize all the

varieties of words, styles,examples and

structures, which allows them eventually to

be more aware and competent in their uses of
language.

Therefore, teaching literature in
foreign language classroom becomes

essential if teachers concerned with the

meaningful foreign language learning

experienced by the students. It is not

sufficient to only emphasize on acquiring

mastery of structure and form but also

involves'acquiring the ability to interpret

discourse in all its social and cultural

contexts. So the writer focuses on exposing
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literary in English language teaching and

learning in the English Department at the

Faculty of Teacher Training and Education,

University of Muhammadiyah Malang'

Teaching Literature in Foreign Language

Classroom

There has been an increasing interest

inusing literature inlanguage classroom and

how literature can be used with the language

learners. Literature exposes learners to

complex themes and fresh, unexpecteduses

of language (Lazar, 2002: I 5). A good novel

or short storY may be ParticularlY

fascinating since it involves learners in

suspense of uncovering the plot. With the

literature materials for language learning

being carefully selected, learners will feel

thatwhatthey do inthe classroom is relevant

and meaningful to their own lives.

EFL teaching methods rbquire more

than the presentation of grammar and

vocabulary lessons; they must also stimulate

culcural awareness and critical thinking

skills that students need to become fluent,

successful English speakers who can handle

advanced communicative activities'

Classical and modern literature has

often been overlooked in the EFL

classroom, especially regarding advanced

EFL students. Research on the benefits of

literature in language teaching extends back

to the 1980s, when it was recognized that

literature is conduit for improved critical

thinking skills (Oster 1989). According to

Van (2009 ,7) litetary texts are effective in

promoting English language developments

in all four skills "through interaction,

collaboration, peer teaching, and student

independence,". Other scholars have also

remarked on the effectiveness of using

novels as teaching tools in the ESL

classroom (Paran 2008; Yahya and Rahim

2009).

The use of literature in language

teaching and learning offers some benefits'

It provides learners with the access to the

culture of the people whose language they

are studying (Lazar, 2002, 16)' Since

language cannot be separated from culture,

using literature in language classroom is

then essential for the language learning

itself. Literature helps leamers in language

acquisition. It is a fact that written materials

are more available in language classes;

therefore, literature may provide an

appropriate context for processing and

interpreting new language (Lazar, 2002:

r7).

Benefits of Using Literature in Language

Teaching andlearning

According to Lazu (2002: 89),

novel is a literary work that involves a

chronological sequence of events, linked by

relations of causes and effect' The

description of events in a novel is shaped by

a narrator and the language of the novel is

usedin ahighly self-concious wayto convey

particular effects. Using literary works in

language teaching and learning provides

some benefits especially if it does not
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qdtE specific examination and there is
ilhF ivailability. According to Collie and

QO04:3-6), the benefits that can be

[trEd from using literature in language
,rrcfting cover the following things:

t- It provides valuable authentic

material.

Literature offers abundant and

various types of written materials. A
literary work can be transcended

both in time and culture as it can be

read by the reader in different

country at a different time.
Literature is authentic in a sense that

it is not designed for specific

language teaching pu{poses. Recent

language course materials have

integrated many authentic samples

of language in order for leamers to

be exposed to a language that is
genuine and can be used in the

classroom context. Literature is a

valuable complement to such

materials. In reading literary texts

such as novels, short story or drama,

students have also to cope with
language intended for native
speakers and thus they get additional

familiarity with many different

linguistic uses, forms, and

. conventionsofthewriuenmode.

b. It is the source of cultural
enrichment.

Literary works such as a novel, a

play, or short story offer a fulI and

vivid context in which characters

from many social backgrounds can

be depicted. A reader can discover

their thoughts, feelings, customs,

etc. This vivid imagined world can

quickly give the foreign reader the

codes and preoccupations that

structure a real society.

c. It functions as language enrichment.

It is believed that extensive reading

increases a learner's receptive

vocabulary and facilitates transfer to

a more active form of knowledge.

Literature provides a rich context in
which individual lexical or
syntactical items are made more

memorable. Reading a substantial

and contextualized body of text,

students will gain familiarity with
many features of the written
language such as formation and

function of sentences, the variety of
possible structures, the different

ways of connecting ideas which

broaden and enrich their ownwriting
skills. The extensive reading of a

literary work develops the students'

ability to make inferences from

linguistic cues and to deduce

meaningfromcontext.

d. Itofferspersonalinvolvement

Engaging imaginatively with
literature enables learners to shift the

focus of their attention beyond the

more mechanical aspects of the

foreign language system and it
makes the learners eager to find out



ResearchDesign

This research is a descriPtive

qualitative one which describes the

integration of literature in language

teaching. This research was conducted in

English Department Faculty of Teacher

Training and Education University of
Muhammadiyah Malang. The data were

compiled from two sources: first is the

English lecturers and the students of English.

Department of UMM . The instruments used

were interview and questionnaire. Interview

was conducted with the English lecturers

who were teaching English skills using

literary texts while questionnaire was given

to the fourth semester students. The

appointed class was IVAwhich consisted of

41 students. The time and length of this

research was decided with the class lecturers

and was carried out on Tuesday at 10.20-

12J0 and Wednesday at 08.40-10.10. The

interview was conducted with the lecturers

of Reading, Listening, Speaking and

Writing. Furthermore the questionnaire was

distributed to the students which consisted

of 6 questions. The questionnaires aim to

know the students' responses to the

integration of literature in language teaching

andlearning.

After the data were collected they were

then analyzed. The technique of data
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the plot of the story feel close to

certain characters and shares their

emotional responses.

analysis in this research was based on Miles

and Huberman(1992) that was started with

data reduction, data presentation, data

conclusion and data verification.

ResuIt

The integration of literature is split into

two main parts with reference to the

teaching activities of English language skills

and those of language components. The

literature integration into language skills

includes the activities of reading, writing,

speaking and listening, while the literature

integration into language components

involves the activities on structurelgtammar

andvocabulary.

The classroom activities which

combine the use of literary texts and

material development by learners to show

how learner involvement can be maximized

by engaging learners in meaningfully-

designed tasks and the efficient exploration

ofliterarytexts.

Material Developments Through Poem

Literature exposure in EFL will explore

worldviews using information and

knowledge of literary structures that appeal

to and stimulate the studends. It does not

only focus on gralnmar and vocabrilary, but

also allows students to analyze and compare

culturally diverse point of view,
perspectives, and ways of describing the

world through a basic literary analysis of a

text.
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brry
Dearparents,

I forgive you my 1ife,

Begotten in a drab town,

The intentionwas good;

Passingthe streetnow,

I see stilltheremains ofsunlight.

It was not the bone buckled;

You gave me enough food

Torenewmyself

hwasthemind'sweight

Keptme bent, as I grew tall

ftwasnotyourfault.

Tlhat should have gone on,

Arrow aimed from a tried bow

At a tried target, has turned back,

Wumding itself

f,iith questions you had not asked.

{R-S.Thomas in Maley and Moulding;

re98)

Bssed on the interview to the English

lhrtlrr, the following is the activities from

& poem designed by the teacher to

mnm;itrrc four English language skills:

M f,runing, Writing, Reading, Speaking and

m%lish components: pronunciation,

and grammar/structure.

lrHry
The purpose of the activities is to

*resn students' listening ability in
tLnr;rg pronunciation different verb s forms

such as begotten, passing, renew kept, grew,

have gone the distinction between long and

short vowels (/il and li:l) inwordlike dear,

good, now tall, food, bow, and so on.

Students are provided with the text

of the poem with those words missing. They

can listen to the recording three times: the

first time is purely devoted to listening and

trying to work out what the missing words are;

the second time deals with filling the gaps; and

the third time consists of checking to confirm

whether or not the answers are correct. The

teacher then discusses the answers with the

students and practices pronouncing the words

with them through further listening to the tape.

Writing

Actually, writing skill offers an

excellent opportunity for integrating

language and culture because it can be

controlled at various levels of difficulty. In

addition, in writing, literary works

constitute good model for narratives.

By examining literary works,

language learners learn about not only the

grammar and vocabulary but also the

writing mechanics and organization. They

can see how correct punctuation is applied,

how ideas, events and facts are organized

into good paragraphs and finally how the

paragraphs are combined into captivating

stories. Nash (1987) presents techniques for

teaching the paraphrasing skills using

poems. Such an exercise is challenging and

yet realistic because poetic language,

though compact, is not easy to understand
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and thus paraphrasing will help students'

understanding.

The activity related to writing skill is

by asking students to write down sentences or

paragraphs based on the word or lyrics of the

poem. The poem used in the activity is Sorry

byRS.Thomas.

The next step is to help students

understand more about the poem by engaging

them in creative writing task which involve

placing them into different roles related to the

characters in the poem. For example, students

may be asked to imagine themselves to be the

parents and children in the poem. Each ofthem

is to give response towardthe poem written or

orally. The parents will comment whether or

not they will forgive them. The other half will
pretend to be the children who tell them what

they feel. Another writing activity can be done

in groups. Each group will be asked to write on

a sheet of paper the conflicts which they can

remember having with their parents.

Learners may be unable to replicate

the whole session because designing creative

writing task might be beyond their abilities.

They can definitely work on the filling-in-the

gaps task. To minimize the pressure, students

may do it in groups. First, they have to choose

a poem they like for the exercise. Then they

decide which language items they want to

practice (for example: vocabulary noun, verb,

adjective, pronoun, adverb and so on) and

delete appropriate words in the poems. At the

same time, teachers will need to give feedback

to the students to make sure that what they

have prepared suits the purposes, before they

actually present their work to their classmates.

Based on the learners' work, teachers

may build up more creative writing or

grarnmar exercises. Working on their own

materials, students find learning more

interesting and motivating.

Speaking

Speaking activities can basically be

performed under formal and informal

(casual) circumstances. Therefore, it is

better if speaking activities provide both

opportunities for the students. In addition,

speaking as an activity ofverbal exchange is

more frequently done in casual atmosphere

and more verbal exposures are presented in

this informal circumstance. The important

thing in designing speaking
(communicative) activities is that students

have something to say. Students should be

given ample opportunities both in formal or

informal contexts to describe and give

opinions about both native and target

language cultural concepts.

Another way to furnishing speaking

activities with culture exposure is by having

students involved in simulations and role

playing that reflect both cultures. In such an

activity students can express freely their ideas

in the construction of the dialogue in a low

anxiety environment. This will naturally lead

to a role-play exercise during which students

can further stretch their imagination through

exposure to other students' work. Stern ( I 987)

held an opinion that literary work can also be

used to enhance the learners' oral skills. At

intermediate 1eve1, dramatization,
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lmlsation and role-play of what they

d fu fte literary work can improve the

hcrs'oralskills.

L-l-g

This reading activity aims at

&rcloping the students' ability to
rye,tend the literal msaning of the

F, at the same time analyzing the

mge and tone. It may be more suitable

fr dtl"mced students and can be done in

fEpc- The literary textused in the present

dirity is This is Just to Say by William
{ffisWilliams

The teacher first provides the

r5cnts with the text of a set of
qdension questions. The teacher then

d&etextto the students and gives them

rletime to do the silent reading, focusing

fti'uention on questions geared toward

rh mfrce understanding of the text.

h may work out the answers in

tpps in order to generate more
,rcnlation in English The questions used

*-tivity are as follows:

[- Isftis apoem, note orletter?

t- Whoistalkinginthetext?

3- Towhomishetalking?

{ What is the meaning of the sentence
'' 

Torgireme"?

i- Isthere any hidden meaning?

Stxlents should have a general

q;t*mding of the text after they have

trl|ced the comprehension exercise. The
& n ihen discusses the answer with the

students, focusing on the development ofthe

storyofthetext.

The theme of the poem may be

introduced to the students, drawing their

attention not only to the surface meaning of
the poem but also to the message it carries.

This can be done by reflecting on the gulding

questions taken from the poem "Sorry" by

R.S.Thomas as follows:

1. What does Sorryreferto?

2. What is your attitude as a son or a

daughter toward the poem?

3. As children grow up, should the son

or daughter leave home when they

find themselves in conflict with their

parents?

4. What did you and your parents

disagreeabout?

From the reading activities based on

literary works learners not only improve

their comprehension on explicit details or

facts but also produce personal evaluations.

Vocabulary and GrammarActivities

Novel in the teaching of ESL or EFL

can be used to develop learners'vocabulary

as well as to improve their grammar. Stern

(1987) states that literary texts can be used

for developing learners' vocabulary. By

asking learrers to simpliff, restructure,

restate and paraphrase utterances, learners

can improve their grammar.

In this activrty the students were

asked to read the novel "The House on the

Mango Street" by Sandra Cisneros. They
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selected the second three chapters of the

novels with the chapter title My name and

Our Good Day respectively. They also were

asked to listen to the audio version of the

novel to help them retain the words in their

memory and understand the stories (words)

through this audio exposure of the words.

After that some students were assigned to

read the paragraph of the chapters to the

class. This is the additionalwordexposureto

them. Next the students working in group

were to discuss the selected words from the

chapters by using the flow of the stories in

the chapter to decide the part of speech and

word meaning. They were encouraged to use

context clues ofthe paragraph to understand

the words and only referred to use the

dictionary when necessary and to confirm

their answers. The lecturer helped the

students with the problems they got to solve.

When they had already understood, they

were asked to use the words in their own

sentences individually.

Some students were appointed to

write their sentences on the whiteboard and

the class discussed whether the words were

used correctly in the sentences. This was

done to increase the students'knowledge of

the part of speech andthe word meaning and

to improve their ability in constructing

correct sentences.

Studentsr Response to Literature
Exposure in Language Teaching and

Learning

The students' response to the literature

exposure in language teaching and learning

can be seen in the students' answers for the

questionnairesbelow:

1. Do you ever read English literary

texts (novel, short story, Poem or

drama)?

Among 4l students, those who

answered yes were 37 students while

the rest of4 students answeredno. It

means that 90.24 of students ever

read literary texts, and 9.76 % of

students never read English literary

texts.

2. Do literary texts give You

advantages?

The students who answered Yes to

this question were 31, while the rest

of 10 students answered no. It can be

said that 75,61 % students got

advantages while reading literary

texts, 24,39yo of students said little

advantages, and no one.said no

advantages.

3. Do literary texts imProve Your

grammatical aspects including part

of speech, verb tenses, and

punctuation? a

There are 36 students who answer

yes, while the rest of 5 students

answered no. It can be said that

87.80 o/o of students said that literary

texts can improve their grammatical

aspect such as adjective, adverb and

soon.
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4- Do you think that the activities using

literary texts can improve your

Englishskills?

30 students answer yes and the rest

of, 11 students answered no. It can be

said that 73,17o of students thought

that the activities using literary texts

can improve their linguistic
development and the rest of 26,83

students thought that it didn't

improve their grammatical aspects.

5 Do roufind lesson or messagefrom

the literary text you read?

There are32 students who answered

1'es while the rest of 9 students

ansrn ered no. It meansthatTS,lYo of
surdents got lesson and message

from literary texts, and 2T,9 Yo of
snrdents did not understand.

ffi Do 1'ou find cultural perspectives

f,ram literary texts?

The students who answered yes to

*ris questions 33, while the rest of 8

surdents answered no. It can be said

tlret 80,48% of students can learn

cultrre from others while 19.51% of
snrdents said little advantages, and

noonesaidno.

ffilion
L sing literature in the EFL

fuoom is of many advantages. Literary

ffin sen improve students' linguistic

nmoe (listening, speaking, reading,

and writing) and competence (grammar,

vocabulary and pronunciation). In addition,

literary texts attract students' attention and

interest to learn English in the language

classroom setting because they are provided

with various activities and they can entertain

the students. Apart from offering a distinct

literary world which can widen learners'

understanding of their own and other

cultures, it can create opportunities for

personal expression and to reinforce

learners' knowledge of lexical and

grammatical structure as well. In short, the

use of literary texts in the language

classroom can be a potentially powerful

pedagogictool.
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JIT{ANALYSIS OF FEMINISM IDEA REPRESENTED BY QUEEN ELIZABETII I
]trflTffi SHT.,KHAR KAPURIS FILM ENTITLED ELIZABETH: THE GOLDENAGE

Manda Handika Candra'
Sri Hartiningsih'

H. Literature is human's expression. Literature gives information concerning human
rliFiclrc which consists of the realities of human problem, felling, situation and relationship.
ly uratching or reading literature, people can obtain enjoyment and valuable information
dilDd to our life. Film is human's expression that reflects the human thought, act, behavior,
[&uqrle, and anything related to human kind.

This study was conducted to analyze Queen Elizabeth's I feminism as a Queen of
ryild inElizabeth: The Golden Age film. The analyze focused on what feminism idea used,
llds offeminism done, and how she applied the feminism.

This study used qualitative design. The object of this study was film entitled "Elizabeth:
LCroldenAge" whilethe datawere derived fromdialogue orconversation and scenes of film.
lb*riter used feminism criticism approach; it is a type of literary criticism, which wants to
1pl:c in considering woman expand.

Based on the result of data analysis, it shows that: (1.) Feminism idea that represented

ru Queen Elizabethl on the ShekharKapur's film Elizabeth: The Golden Age, shewas a
frco of England (Supreme Leader in England), decided not to get marry (Single), and lead
hhd in the war to against the Spanish armada(Commandant). (2.) Kinds of feminism done

k[QEEn Elizabethl was liberal and radical feminism. The liberal feminism can be seen when
Ittod a powerful position than men so she had big power to lead and ordered them. It was
nfecawhen Spanish armada attacked, she instructed her ministers to do something. Another
ntol of liberal feminism is she was a woman who had power position to lead in the war,
htre England's armada go to the war she gave spirit that they must be not defeated. The radical
&ridsm, she was the woman who decided not to get marry and lived in thesingle scene. (3.)
lhray how Queen Elizabeth I applied the feminism in Shekhar Kapur's film Elizabeth: The
,l%tAgeby, making the rule for the people, ignoring every man who wished to marry her and
Hinmaking a war strategy to against the Spanish's armada.
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Introducfion

Literature is human expression. People

usually have many ways in expressing their

felling, experience, thought, imagination

and idea. Kusnosoebroto states that

literature is rooted in one of the most basic

human desires, and men have taken pleasure

in the imaginary adventures and experience

of imaginary people (1988:1). It means that

literature is connected with life because it
describes the events and the things that can

happen in a society, what human being has

experienced in people life or it describes the

reality.

Then, one of literary works that can

impress the viewer and give some values

about life is film. Film is art that shows the

illustration how people live in the certain

places, how people think and act to certain

things in social life, and film shows the real

life of the society although sometimes the

story is fiction. Scorsese QA02:394) states

that film is part of our artistic heritage, some

say that film is history. Therefore, film is
meant to be learnt from what happened to the

past. Film is also media of communication

and education which represents the situation

and condition of human life. There are many

advantages for the film viewer. First, the

viewer will feel comfortable and see the

reflection of the real life, so they can relieve

their own gnef, uncertainty and other

problems in their heart. Then, they can

enrich their sense of humanity and grow up

becoming a wise person when they face

some problems with other person. Besides

giving many advantages, film is also one of

literary works which has many things to be

observed.

Then, one ofthing in literary works that

can be observed is feminism. Feminism is

believes in the right of women to have

political, social and economic quality with

man. According to Hum (1998, in Silviah

2006), feminism incorporates diverse ideas

which share three majorperception, namely:

gender is a social construction which

oppresses women more than men,

patriarchy (dominance of men) shapes this

construction and women experiential

knowledge is a basis for a future nonsexist

society. By this point above, there are many

pressures that women accept from any sides

of human life and did not have freedom to

expression their potential.

Based on the reason above, the writer is

interestedto analyze film. The filmanalyzed

is Elizabeth: The Golden Age by Shekhar

Kapur, a film in which it talks about

feminism done by Queen Elizabeth I who

lead England and against Spanish armada

which attack England. Therefore, it is really

interested to know what feminism she used,

identiff what kinds of feminism done by

Queen Elizabeth I in lead England, to find

how the Queen Elizabeth I lead England.

Reviewofliterature ?

According to Kennedy (1983:5),

"Literafure is a kind of art, usually written

that offer pleasure and illumination". In

addition, according to Koesnosoebroto

(1988:1), "Literature has it is roots in one of
the most basic him an desires, i.e., the
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desires for pleasure. Readers drive pleasure

from literature's power to imitate life."
Based on those definition above, it can be

concluded that literature is a work of art that

can give pleasure and illumination that is
reflected on human being's life, whether that

the literary works are the writer's own

experience or another person experience or

the literary works may even be his

imaginative and experience.

Connoly (in Koesnosoebroto, 1 988 :3)

mentions two main division of literature that

are literature of knowledge and literature of
imagination. The literature of knowledge

presents of interprets facts, ideas, or
happenings. The literature of imagination

interprets experience by a factitious
presentation ofpersons, ideas and events.

Literature is inextricably tied up with
the materials and methods of reading and

uniting" (Pope, 2002:7).Therefore, in a long

time literature always connected with
reading and writing. However, now Cays,
when the technology of media of
ommunication was more advanced, the

mciety now if literature is not only how

rords are read from the page but also how

ihe whole worlds of sight and sound,

ruorded and one of the production is film
(Pope,2002:44).

film
Film has become one of the most

pryrlar media in literature nowadays. Film
foanew form of literary work. It is different

oftte other previous literary works, such as

mvel and drama. But, film has also the

sameness as drama and novel because ituses

actors as major means of expression and has

elements contained in drama, short story or'

novel. Film is one of the results of the

development of drama which is very popular

in the world. Film is a motion pictures which
requires convention and has abilities to

change the seffing quickly and sound effect

dramatically, so that the viewers are satisfied

without setting in front ofthe stage (Schnidt,

Bogarad and Crockett, 2006:1418). They

also said that film like drama, required

convention. For example, movies generally

have music in the background it's a score

that helps to determine tone mood. It meant

that film shares many things with drama,

especially elements.

KindsofFilm
According to Dirks (2010), Main

Film Genres, there are eleven genres of film.
They are action, adventure, comedy, crime

and gangsters, drarna, epics/historical,

horror, musical (dance), science fiction, war

(anti-war), and western fi lm.

Feminism

Feminism means essentially that

women's or gender perspective is applied to

a variety of social phenomena. According to

Humm (1998), feminism incorpoiates

diverse ideas which share three major

perceptions, namely: gender is a social

construction which oppresses women more

than men, patriarchy (dominance of men)

shapes this construction and women

experiential knowledge is abasis for a future
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non sexiest society. It means that feminism

deals with the problem about oppression

which is a social construction. And, the

oppression is mostly occurred to women

because the condition in society is
dominatedbymen.

In line with Hum, Alvesson and

Skoldberg (2000:2 1 0), feminism has

three central elements, namely: first,

gender is to understand all social

relation, institution and process.

Second, gender relations are seen as

problematic since they are associated

with conditions of dominance,

inequality, skess and conflict. Third,

gender relations are regarded as

socially constructed, which means

that they are the result of socio-

cultural and historical condition, and

canbe alteredby human action.

Based on the theories above, it can be

concluded that the condition of oppression,

dominance of men and inequality between

men and women in getting rights in society

are not naturally available sinc6 human is

created. But, it is constructed by society

itself because their culture and historical

condition. That phenomenon can be

changed because actually the society is the

creator of that phenomenon. Thus, it can be

concluded that actually the social problems

faced by feminism can be solved by the

society itself by changing the rules which

makes women oppressed.

KindsofFeminism

Feminism has four kinds, that is:

Liberal, Radical, Marxist and Socialist.

ResearchDesign

The writer on this study used descrip-

tive qualitative research because .it was

intended to find out the concerning with the

status of phenomenon related to feminism

idea done by Queen Elizabethl in Shekhar

Kapur's fJJm Elizabeth : The Golden Age.

Findings

The feminism idea represented through

QueenElizabethl
There were some feminism

represented by Queen Elizabeth I as a queen

inEngland, theywere:

(1) Queen of England (Supreme Leader

inEngland)

Queen Elizabeth I was a Queen, she

was the supreme leader in England. She

was a woman who successfully led

England by herself. As a woman, she

had power over all of her people. Here,

when the Queen Elizabethl walked all

of the people knelt to her. It shows that

Queen Elizabeth I was a supreme leader

of England because everyone knelt

when she walked through them, there

was even a woman who carried a baby

asked her to bless the baby. It indicated

that Queen Elizabethl was a leaderwho

is respected by her people.

(2) Decided not to get marry (Single)

Queen Elizabeth I did another effort

as a symbol offeminism by deciding not

to get marry. In this case, Queen

Elizabeth I refused every man who

suggested to marry her. The fact as a

Queen (woman), she should have



children or descendant as heir to the

throne. It shows when Queen Elizabeth

I didn't like when Walsingham talked

about her marriage by moving her face

because she decided not to get marry or

lived in the single scene (single). Queen

Elizabeth I expressed it by moving her

face, she changed into loathe expression

when Walsingham spoke at the boat

about her marriage when they were on

thedinghy.

(3) Lead England in the war against the

Spanish Armada (Commandant)

Another effort as a symbol of
feminism idea used by Queen Elizabeth

I was when she led England in war to

against the Spanish's armada. As a

woman, she had power position become

a commandant whole war. Queen

Elizabeth I led the EnglandArmada as a

commandant. She led the armada in the

field when they would go to battlefield.

She led the armada with wore war and

rode a white horse to make the armada

keepenergetic.

Frds of feminism done by Queen
lfr-hethI

This section presents the kind of
&rninism done by Queen Elizabeth I in the

tr t Elizabeth: The Golden Age. Based on

ho rooft of data analysis, it was found that

QrcnElizabethldid:
fll LiberalFeminism

This film exposed that the main

character of filmElizabeth: The Golden

lge. Queen Elizabeth I used liberal

feminism. She had occupied position
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equal with the men, especially a

powerful positions. She was a Queen, a

woman who led England and had big

power on it. She considered that every

woman had the same right as men to be

a leader. There were no differences or

inequality. She thought that she could

lead England by herself. These reasons

had brought Queen Elizabeth I to be a

supreme leader of England. She had a

powerful position than men so she had

big power to lead and ordered them.

Another proof as a symbol of liberal

feminism is when Queen Elizabeth I led

England in war to against the Spanish's

armada. She was a woman who had

powerful position, to lead in the war. In

her consideration, every woman had

same right as men to be a leader. She

thought that she could lead England in

the war to against the Spanish's armada.

(2.) RadicalFeminism

This film explains about Queen

Elizabeth I's radical feminism views.

She was an anti-patriarchy woman. She

was a woman who decided not to get

marry and live in the single scene

(single). There was freedom for women

to marry or not. She considered that

every woman should have freedom to

choose sexual preferences, essentially

nothing is taboo. She thought that

woman was natural mothers, and the

right of female reproduction was

important. Queen Elizabeth I claimed

that she was a virgin Queen, Its means

that she was unmarried, had no children

and lived without couple, but she was
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like a mother to the people of England.

She chose to live and led England by
herself. Gladen (2008) stated that
radical feminism is similar to socialist

feminism in that it emphasizes on the

need fordramatic social change in order

to achieve genuine equality forwomen.
So, that is why Queen Elizabeth I
included as a radical feminism views.

How Queen Elizabeth I 1 Applied the
Feminism

This section presents the way how

Queen Elizabeth I applied the feminism.

There were some ways how Queen
Elizabethl applied the feminism as a Queen
inEngland,theywere:

(1) Makethe rule forthepeople

Queen Elizabeth I made the rule for her

people because she had power over the

people and every law made was based

on her decision. One of them was

shown when she got a meeting with the

ministers to make a rule. The Queen

decided not to give punishment on the

people over their beliefs. It is proved

by statement of Queen Elizabeth I "I
will not punish my people for their
beliefs. Only for their deeds" (Minute

00:04:09-00:04:12). It shows that

Queen Elizabeth I did not give

punishment to the people who choose

Catholic for their belief, she would

only punish her people for their deeds.

It can be concluded that every
punishment meted out must be through

byherapproval.

Ignore every men who wish to marry her

Queen Elizabeth I ignored every men

who wished to marry her because she

decided not to get marry and lived in the

single scene (single). She ignored every

prince who came from another country

which wished to marry her. Queen
Elizabeth I ignored every prince from
another county who came to marry her

because she did not want to get marry.

Walsingham offered some princes but

Queen Elizabeth I looked like
uninterested with them. She showed it by
the statement to Walsingham "Still mad,

you mean" (Minute 00:10:36) then

change the conversation topic when

Walsingham told that King Erick still
madly in love with her, the men who

wishedtomarryher.

Led to make a war strategy to against

the SpanishArmada

Queen Elizabeth I led in making a war
strategy to against the Spanish's armada

by having a meeting with her ministers.

In her position as a queen, she had the

rightto led in make awar strategy.At the

time she was very smart to make the war
strategy. Queen Elizabeth I led the

meeting to making the preparation ofwar
strategy to against the Spanish Atmada.

She estimated there were about twenty
five thousand armies of Spanish and

French who would sail to cross the

Thames. She plan, that before Spanish

arrived in the themes they had to defend

the Thames entrances at Tilbury with at

least four thousand armies. One of the

a)

(3)
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ministers said that England only had

three thousand armies. Heard it, Queen

Elizabeth I looked anxious and

disappointed especially if the Spanish

and France combined their powers,

England armies would surely lose. So,

she had a strategy to attack them at sea,

before they joinedl One of the ministers

conveyed the possible worst that could

happen, so they had to be ready. It made

Queen Elizabeth I more anxious, but this

shategy still shouldbe done.

(hdusion
This study is intended to answer the

Eilch problems which are related to the

ldncharacter of the film entitled'Elizabeth:

Ih Golden Age'. The problems are; (1) What

- ftminism idea that represented through

QE Elizabeth I on the Shekhar Kapur's film
o*w,futh : The G olden Age? (2) What kinds of
ihirism are done by Queen Elizabeth I on

lh ShekharKapur's fiIm 'Elizabeth: The,

HdenAge'? (3) How does Queen Elizabeth I

illy &e feminism on ShekharKapur's film
, lteth' The Golden Age?

The research findings show that Queen
Irqthcth I used some feminism ideas in order

h H England. those are (1.) Queen of

eghnd (Supreme Leader in England), when

& ralked all of the people knelt on her,

ftrs that she was a supreme leader of
e;hd" She also had power to permit her

fds ship to anchor in her country,
rilrirtly if the guests gave profit to her

ffiy @ngland). (2.) Decided not to get

my (Single), so she refused every male who

d like to marry her, (3.) Led England in

war to against the Spanish armada

(Commandant), she make the England's

armies to keep energetic in war against the

Spanish's armada.

Queen Elizabeth I did some kinds of
feminism ideas, they are (1.) Liberal

feminism, she had a powerful position than

men so she had big power to lead and ordered

them. It was happen when Spanish armada

attacked, she instructed her ministers to do

something. Another symbol of liberal

feminism is she was a woman who had power

position to lead in the war, before England's

armada go to the war she gave spirit that they

must be not defeated (2.) Radical feminism,

she was the wom'an who decided not to get

marry and lived in the single scene.

Queen Elizabeth I applied feminism,

they are: (1.) Make the rule for the people, as

a woman who was a Queen of England, she

had power over the people and every law

made was based on her decision, the rule is

she did not give punishment to the people

who chose Chatholic fortheirbelief, she only

punished her people for their deeds. (2.)

Ignore every men who wish to marry her, it

wasbecause she decidednotto getmarry and

lived in the single scene (single). (3.) Lead in

making a war strategy to against the Spanish

armada. Elizabeth had right to lead in making

a war strategy, the strategy was that before

Spanish's armada arrived inthe Themes, they

had to defend the Themes entrances at

Tilbury with at least four thousand armies.

So, they had to attack them at the sea, before

Spanish and France joinedthe war.
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AII ANALYSIS OF JAPANESE RITUALS OF A NEW GEISHA IN ARTHT]R

GOLDEN'S NOVEL MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA

Eva Rachmayanti'
Thathit ManonAndini'

llfuact: Literature is human expression and the reflection about life, thought, feeling,
hehavior, and attitude of human being. By watching or reading literature, people can obtain
t4ioyment andvaluable informationrelatedto theirlife. Novel is human expression thatreflects
lrrmen thought, act, behavior, lifestyle, and anything related to humankind. Therefore, the
mseacher is interestedinanalyzing Japanese rituals of a new Geisha inArthur Golden's novel
fuoirs ofa Geisha.

The objective ofthis studywere: (1) to findthe kinds ofJapanese rituals ofanew Geisha,
tI) to knows the conflicts faced by Sayuri,as the main character, during the rituals of a new
Geisha and the solutions inArthur Golden's nov el Memoirs of a Geisha.

This study used descriptive qualitative design because it did not use any hypothesis and
mistiml methods. This study tries to analyze the novel descriptively with emphasise on the
.hnnnese ritual of a new geisha of the main character to be a geisha .ln analyzrng this novel as an

d*fi of the study, the writer used objective approach. The data were collected by reading
A.rdnr Golden's novel Memoirs of a Geisha. Then the data were anaLyzed based on the
dessificationthatrefers to Japanese ritualstobe a geisha.

The result ofthis study showed that the main character (Sayuri) applied some rituals of a
um geisha, such as sansankudo, mizuage, and erikae. The researcher also found the conflicts
fuedbySayuri duringtherituals ofanewgeishainArthurGolden'snovelMemoirs of a Geisha;
&ry'ae extemal and internal conflict. In this study, the solution of the conflicts can be described
r 6llows: 1) improving nonverbal communication skills, 2) using humor and playing to deal
milh challenges, 3) some other solutions such as Sayuri tried to find out her sister Satsu and
firyuri tried to be honest with Chairman about'her true feeling.

&7 Yords: Japanese rituals of a new geisha, novel, conflict, solution

''' funacfimayanti, S.Pd., is an alumna of the English Department, Faculty of TeacherTraining and Education, The

flfinnrsity of M uha mmad iya h Ma la ng.
* &l Thathit Manon Andini, M.Hum., is a lecturer at English Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and
ffifl*.*ion, The U n iversity of M u ha mmadiyah Ma la ng.
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Introduction

Literature is the reflection about

life, thought, feeling, behavior, and attifude

of human being. According to Bennet and

Royle (2004:35), "Literature is the kind of
writing which most persistently and most

provocatively engages with the uncanny

aspects of experience, thought and feeling".

Also, according to Abrams (2009:226),

"Novel is applied to a great variety of
writings that have in common only the

attribute of being extended works of fiction

written in prose". In this research the writer

prefers choosing Arthur Golden's novel

Memoirs of a Geishato be analyzedbecause

it is an interesting novel which shows about

the life of woman who tries to survive in her

life while taking a setting in Japan, as Geisha

is the people that undergoing mizuage and

erikae rit:uals as a part of culture comes from

the ancestor habitual actions and beliefs.

The problems that lie behind the

concern of the study are fooused on two

main questions: (1) What kinds of Japanese

rituals of a new Geisha in Arthur Golden's

novel Memoirs of a Geisha? and (2) What

are the conflicts faced by Sayuri during the

rituals of a new Geisha in Arthur Golden's

novel Memoirs of a Geisha and what are the

solutions? While the study itself is focused

on Japanese rituals of a new Geisha

undergoed by Sayuri and limitedto the

Japanese rituals that is portayed by Arthur

Golden in th e novel Memoirs of a Geisha.

The findings revealed in this studY

could be a significant contribution to

students and lecturers of English

Department of Univeisity of
Muhammadiyah Malang, also for further

researcher. Theoretically, this study is

expressed to develop and give description

about Japanese rituals of a new Geisha

found in the novel Memoirs of a Geisha. Tlte

findings of the literature study should also

be areferential data forthe nextresearcher in

the close area of research, and for readers

who want to study and share their

knowledge to others about Japanese rituals.

Literature

According to Klarer (2004),

"Literary work is divided into some types of
geffes literature; fiction, poefiry, drama, and

movie". Novel is included into fiction as

novel is a kind of literature. According to

Abrams (2009:226), "Novel is applied to a

great variety of writings that have in

common only the attribute of being

extended works of fiction written in prose".

There are some elements of novel

namely character, characteization, plot,

setting, point of view, theme and conflict.

According to Kennedy (in Koesnosoebroto

1988: 65), "The character is usually but not

always a person but it can be an animal or

something". Characteization is the art of
creating characters for a narrative. Abrams

(2009:43) statesthat:

A broad distinction is frequentlY

made between alternative
methods for characterizng (that

is, establishing the distinctive
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character of) the persons in a

narrative: showing and telling. In

showing (also called "the

dramatic method"), the author

simply presents the characters

talking and acting, and leaves it
entirely up to the reader to infer

the movies and dispositions that

lie behind what they say and do.

From the explanation above, it
can be conclude that
characteization is the author's

way to deliver about the

characteristic of a character to the

reader.

Plot has a beginning, middle, and an

d ad it is related from the first until the

od- Setting is where the story is set.

+tmmaing to Abrams (2009:330), "Seffing

b &e general locale, historical time, and

mitl circumstances in which its action

@sus. According to Klarer (2004: 20),

'The term point of view, or narrative

Frpective, characteizes the way in which

oktpresents persons, events, and settings.

Aocording to DiYanni (2002: 85), "Theme is

ffis idea or point (formulated a

[mralization)". It means theme is the

mal idea or meaning of a story. According

h Koesnosoebroto (1988), there are three

Mds of conflicts. They are: psychological

ffinict or well_known as internal conflict,

naomflict between people and themselves.

[hn$ical conflict is a conflict which is

mdeted with the nature around the

characters. It usually occurs between the

characters and the weather, the object, and

the activities. Social conflict is a conflict

happens between the characters. Most of
social conflict happens because

misunderstanding between characters and

causes different perceptions. From three

kinds of conflicts above, it can be

categorized into two types of conflict,

external and intemal conflict.

The Solution of Conflicts

The ability to successfully manage and

resolve conflict depends on skills to resolve

it. According to Segal (2009) there are four

skills to resolve conflict. They are:

a. Quicklyrelievestress
The capacity to remain relaxed and

focused in tense situation is a vital

aspect of conflict resolution. If people

did not know how to stay centered and

in control, people may become

emotionally overwhelmed in
challenging situations.

b. Recognizing and managing emotion

Emotional awareness is the key to
understanding himself or herself and

others. Ifpeople did not know how he or

she feels or why he or she feels that way,

he or she would not be able to
communicate effectively or smooth

over disagreements.

c. Improving nonverbal
communication skills

The most important information

exchanged during conflicts and
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arguments is often communicated

nonverbally. "Simply nonverbal signals

such as a calm tone of voice, a

reassuring touch, or a concemed facial

expression can go a long way toward

defusing a heated exchange (Segal,

2009)."

d. Using Humor and playing to deal with

challenges

"Humor can help people say things that

might otherwise be diffrcult to express

without creating a flap (Segal, 2009)."

However, it's important that people

laughwiththe other person, not al them.

JapaneseCulture

According to Rice (2004: 19),
ooJapaoese culfure is well-known with its

unique features, which to a certain degree is

influenced by its geographical conditions.

As an archipelago country separated from

the Asian continent, their geographical

isolation create their culture has unique

characteristics". One of the characteristics

disscussed in this study is the Geisha.

According to Johnston (2005: 38) geisha

was raised from the earliest kabuki

performers of the late sixteenth and early

seventeenth centuries. As one of traditional

emblems of Japanese culture, they must be

able to master some traditional Japanese arts

such as classical dance, traditional song and

musical instruments and tea ceremony. By

defining ritual as apartof culture, Sims and

Stephens (2005: 95) state that ritual is a

mark to initiate someone to become a

member of certain group. They state the

following:

Rituals are repeated, habitual

actions, but are more purposeful

than custom; rituals are frequentlY

highly organized and controlled,

often mean to indicate or announce

membership in a group. Most

rituals bring together many types

offolklore: verbal, such as chants,

recitations, poems or songs;

customary, such as gestures,

dances or movements; and

material, such as food, book,

awards, clothing and cosfumes.

Bell (2009: 94) mentions that there are

six categories of ritual. They are:rites of
pqssage, calendrical rites, rites of
exchange, rites offfiiction, rites offeasting,

fasting, and festival, and political
rituals.According to Bell (2009:94), "Rites

of passage are ceremonies that accompany

and dramatize such major events as birth,

coming-of-age initiations forboys and girls,

marriage, and death. Sometimes called "life-

crisis" or "life-cycle" rites, they culturally

mark a person's transition from one stage of
social life to another.

Research Methodology 
?

The research design of this study is

qualitative research design because this

study does not present the data in numeric

analysis, but in the form of words. The

technique that used to collect the data in this

researchwas libraryresearch. The finding of
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this study was described in narrative form as

the writer used the objective approach

because it describes the literary works itself.
It is not necessary for the writer to study the

author's life. The object of this study is
"Memoirs of a Geisha" witterr by the

novelist Arthur Golden and focused on the

Japanese rituals that Sayuri undergoed as a

newGeisha.

Findings

The writer found three Japanese

rituals of a new Geisha in Arthur Golden's

novel Memoirs of a Geisha. The rituals are

described into rites ofpassage as follows:
D Sansankudo

Sansanlatdo is a ritual drinking three

ctrps of sake. It is a formal and ritualized

drinking of a small amount of sake for
ceremonyofbinding.

D Mizuage is a Japanese term for
disengaging virginity of an apprentice

geisha. When Sayuri didher mizuagein

the first time, she did it with Dr. Crab. It
was because Dr. Crab is a person who
wants to paymore expensive of Sayuri's

mizuage. Sayuri did,her mizuage for the
first time with Mr. Crab although she

did not feel comfortable with him
D Erikae

Erikae is ritual changing the collar, the

closing stage of all the stages of a new
geisha. This ritual is important to do for
new geisha because red collar marks for
training geisha and white collar marks

that sheis ageisha.

Based on the analysis, it was found

that there were some conflicts and solution

faced by Sayuri during the rituals of a new

Geisha inArthur Golden's novel Memoirs of
a Geisha. The conflicts can be described as

follows:

a. ExternalConflict

F Chiyois separated with Satsu

However, Chiyo, being so young,

only wants to go back home and be

reunited with her sister, Satsu, who

was also taken from home. When

Mr. Bekku brought Chiyo and Satsu

to the olciya, it was the first time for
Chiyo separated with her sister

Satsu.

) Hatsumomo feels jealous with
Sayuri Hatsumomo knew that

Sayuri would be her competitor

when Sayuri arrived at okiya. She

also called Sayuri as "Little Miss

Sfupid". When Hatsumomo came

back from her job as a geisha with
her friends, Hatsumomo showed and

introduced Sayuri as a Little Miss

Stupidtoherfriend.

F Pumpkinbetrays Sayuri

Sayuri has a friend called pumn$n

at the ohiya. They become close

friends, butHatsumomo keeps them

apart and leads Sayuri's life
miserable at the okiya. pumpkin

' tried to revenge to Sayuri because

Sayuri was adopted by Mrs. Nitta to

be her daughter more than pumpkin.
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b. InternalConflict

) Sayuri feels sad because
Hatsumomo hates her.

At the okiya in Gion, Chiyo met and

was immediately hated by
Hatsumomo. Hatsumomo-san tried

to tell Sayuri if she could not to be a

geisha as like Hatsumomo.

F Chiyo feels sad because she can not

meet with Chairman again.

Chiyo met the Chairman when he

helped her when she was upset and

in need.Sayuriremembered with her

first love.

F Sayuri allowing whatever
Hatsumomo'done.

After Chiyo became an apprentice

geisha and took on the new name of
Sayuri, her older sister Mameha,

brought her to several parties around

Gion so that she could meet people

and increase her popularity.
Hatsumomo tried to block Sayuri to

be a geisha and also blocked to be

Mrs. Nitta's daughter.

F Sayuri meets again with Chairman

In her early years, she met a man

who refers to as the Chairrran. After

meeting him again, she wanted to be

with him. Sayuri talked with
Chairman, she could not forget

Chainnan in her life because he

made Sayuri to be someone with

purpose.

SOLUTION

Solution for External Conflict

1. Improving nonverbalcommunication

skills

In this novel shows that Sayuri tried to

handle her emotion and was reasonable

to face Hatsumomo affitude in the frst
her debut. Sayuri tried to balance

Hatsumomo said to drop her in front of
the people in the Teahouse.

2. Using humor and playing to dealwith
challenges

When humor and play are used to reduce

tension and anger, reframe problems,

and put the situation into perspective,

the conflict can actually become an

opportunity for greater connection and

intimacy. When the first Sayuri debut

Hatsumomo tried to fall down her.

Sayuri faced the Hatsumomo attitude

with smiling and respond of
Hatsumomo saidonher.

3. Sayuri tried to lind out her sister Satsu

Sayuri tried to find out her sister Satsu

and tried to go together with her from

okiya so far away. When Sayuri found

Satsu place, Satsu mother did not,want

Sayuri to meet her sister because Satsu

had a job that why Satsu Mother did not

want Sayuri to be a trouble maker of her.

Solution for Internal Conflict

1. Sayuri tried to be honest with
Chairman about her true feeling
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Sayuri tried to be honest with Chairman

about her true feeling to him. Sayuri said the

tnrth about her feeling to Chairman.

Conclusion

The researcher's finding showed that

lhere were three Japanese rituals of a new

geisha inArthur Golden's novel Memoirs of
a Geisha. They are: sansankudo, mizuage,

d erikae. It was also found that the

oonflicts faced by Sayuri during the rituals

of a new geisha in Arthur Golden's novel

Ma noirs of a Geisha are external and

fuenralconflict.

There are also found the solution of
omflicts in Japanese rituals of a new geisha

h Arthur Golden's novel Memoirs of a
fxisha. The solutions of conflicts were

ipoving nonverbal communication skills,

cing humor and playing to deal with
ttallenges, and some other solutions such as

fuyuri tried to find out her sister

EmrandSayuri tried to be honest with
&irman about her true feeling.
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